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Notice is given that a Meeting of the LOCAL REVIEW BODY is to be held within the Council 
Chamber, Civic Centre, Motherwell  on Thursday, 30 January 2020 at 10:05 am or following 
conclusion of the Planning Committee which you are requested to attend. 

The agenda of business is attached. 

Head of Legal and Democratic Solutions 

Members : Councillors: L Anderson, H Brannan-McVey, B Burgess, M Coyle, S Coyle, H 

Curran, T Douglas, S Farooq, F Fotheringham, S Goldsack, A Graham, T Johnston, P 

Kelly, M Kerr, J Logue, F MacGregor, J McLaren, M McPake, A McVey, C 

Quigley, J Reddin, W Shields, D Stocks, A Stubbs and S Watson.  
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 AGENDA

(1) Declarations of Interest in terms of the Ethical Standards in Public Life Etc. (Scotland) Act
2000

(2) Planning  Application  19/00305/FUL -  Dog  Daycare  Centre  and  Associated  Single  Storey
Office/Retail Building 1.8 Metre High Fenced Dog Run Area and Ancillary Car Parking Hard
Standing Area - Site Opposite Dunyston Cottage Edinburgh Road, Newhouse

 (a) Local Review Body Procedure (page 5 - 6) (copy herewith)

 (b) Decision Notice of 23 August 2019 (page 7 - 10) (copy herewith)

 (c) Notice of Revoew Submitted by Applicant (page 11 - 46) (copy herewith)

 (d) Report of Handling (page 47 - 50) (copy herewith)

 (e) Representations Received from Interested Parties (page 51 - 60) (copy herewith)

 (f) Photographs and Maps of the Site Location (page 61 - 68) (copy herewith)

 (g) Extract of Relevant Policy Documents - North Lanarkshire Local Plan (page 69 - 98)
(copy herewith)

(3) Planning  Application  18/00488/FUL -  Erection  of  a  Dwellinghouse,  Upgrade  Access  and
Landscaping at Greenfield 701 Mollinsburn Road Annathill

 (a) Local Review Body Procedure (page 99 - 100) (copy herewith)

 (b) Decision Notice of 21 August 2019 (page 101 - 104) (copy herewith)

 (c) Notice  of  Review  Submitted  on  behalf  of  the  Applicant  (page 105 - 168)  (copy
herewith)

 (d) Report of Handling (page 169 - 172) (copy herewith)

 (e) Representations Received from Interested Parties (page 173 - 174) (copy herewith)

 (f) Photographs and Maps on the Site Location (page 175 - 184) (copy herewith)

 (g) Extract of Relevant Policy Documents - North Lanarkshire Local Plan (page 185 - 213)
(copy herewith)
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Local Review Body Procedure 
 

Stage 1 
 

 View slides of application site 

 Agree that there is sufficient information to determine the application 

 
 
Stage 2 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines the application 

 Agree the Policy position – does the proposal accord with Council policy 

 
 
Stage 3 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines other material considerations 

 Do any of the material considerations outweigh the policy position 
 
 
Stage 4 
 

 Decision and reasoned justification 
 

AGENDA ITEM 2A
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Our Ref: 1 9/00305/FUL
Your Ref:
Contact: Mr Ritchie Gillies
Tel: 01236632500
E−mail: esDlanninpnorthlan.pov.uk
Date: 23rd August 2019

Mr Anthony Smith

28 Morris Crescent

Dalziel Park

Cart in

Motherwell

ML1 5NH

Dear Sir/Madam,

NORTH
LANARKSHIRE

COUNCIL

Enterprise And Communities
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67 1JW
esDlanninpnorthlan.pov.uk

Determination of Application
Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey
Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary
Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite, Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse, Motherwell, North
Lanarkshire, ML1 5SU
I refer to your application for Planning Permission relative to the above proposal, which was
registered on 10th April 2019. I write to advise you that this application was refused on 23rd
August 2019.

I enclose a copy of the Decision Notice.

We appreciate and valcIècustomer feedback to help us understand what we do well and where
we need to improve. This a l l d s us to tailor our service to better meet your needs.

Please take a few minutes to complete our customer survey at
httDs://www.surveymonkey.co.ukJr/NLCdevelomentmanac1ement. If you submitted on paper a
survey form and prepaid envelope are enclosed.

Yours faithfully,

Lorna Bowden
Planning and Place Manager

INVESTORS AccreditedconfldLEADER
' ¼ . . / IN PEOPLE 01161 2021

LIVE
LEARN
WORK

INVEST
VISIT

AGENDA ITEM 2B
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NORTH
LANARKSHIRE

COUNCIL

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
as amended by the

Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)

(Scotland) Regulations 2013

No: 19/00305/FUL
Date: 23rd August 2019
To: Mr Anthony Smith

28 Morris Crescent
Dalziel Park
Cart in
Motherwell
MI−1 5NH

With reference to your application dated 14th March 2019 for planning permission under
the above Acts and Regulations for the following development:

Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single
Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre High Fenced Dog Run Area and

formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite, Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse, Motherwell, North

Lanarkshire, ML1 5SU

North Lanarkshire Council, in exercise of its powers under the above Acts and
Regulations, hereby REFUSES planning permission for the reasons indicated in the
paper apart.

The Council's reasoning for arriving at the above decision is asfollows:−Reasoned

Justification
The proposed development fails to meet the criteria set out in the relevant policies
contained within the North Lanarkshire Local Development Plan. The proposed
development does not comply with acceptable development types within the Green Belt,
and is unacceptable in principle. In addition, the proposed development is contrary to
policy DSP4 in that it fails to provide sufficient design quality and would be detrimental to
road safety at the location.

Lorna Bowden
Planning and Place Manager
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Reasons

That the proposed development is contrary to policies NBE 3 A, DSP 3 and
Supplementary Guidance "Assessing Development in the Green Belt," as it
constitutes inappropriate development within the Green Belt, and would set an
undesirable precedent for the further erosion of the Green Belt.

2 That the proposed development is contrary to policy DSP 4 as it is not of the
high quality and low impact design that is expected within the Green Belt and
the proposed will have a detrimental impact on the road safety of other users.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

PLEASE READ THESE NOTES CAREFULLY, THEY DO NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE, AND ARE NOT

INTENDED TO BE A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO LAWS WHICH MAY APPLY TO THE DEVELOPMENT WHICH

YOU PROPOSE TO CARRY OUT. IF YOU WISH TO OBTAIN ADVICE ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ENTITLED TO

RELY, YOU MUST CONSULT A SOLICITOR OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVISER, e.g. AN

ARCHITECT OR CHARTERED SURVEYOR.

(1) A copy of the plan which accompanied your application is returned docketed appropriately.

(2) If the applicant is aggrieved by this decision taken under delegated powers by the Planning Authority he
may request that a review of the decision is undertaken by the Councils Local Review Body. A request for
a review (Notice of Review) should be submitted to North Lanarkshire Councils Corporate Services Section
in accordance with the Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006 within three months of this decision.

The Local Review Body may uphold the original decision or may reverse or vary any part of it and may deal
with the application as if it had been made to them in the first instance. This is regardless of the specific
issues raised in the Notice of Review..

NOTE: A request for a review should be addressed to North Lanarkshire Council's Corporate Services
Section, Civic Centre, Windmillhill Street, Motherwell MI−1 lAB. The appropriate Notice of Review
form is available online at www.eplanning.scotland.gov.uk

(3) If permission to develop land is refused and the owner of the land claims that the land has become
incapable of reasonably beneficial use in its existing state and cannot be rendered capable of reasonably
beneficial use by the carrying out of any development which has been or would be permitted, he may serve
on the Planning Authority a purchase notice of his interest in the land in accordance with the provisions of
Sections 88 to 94 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997.

(4) Where it appears to the Planning Authority that there has been a breach of planning control, they may serve
enforcement and stop notices requiring the breach to be remedied.
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1 9 / 0 0 3 0 5 / I−LA_
4J000t67L−RB

NOTICE OF REVIEW
Under Section 43A(8) Of the Town and County Planning (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997 (As amended) In Respect

of Decisions on Local Developments
The Town and Country Planning (Schemes of Delegation and Local Review Procedure) (SCOTLAND)

Regulations 2013
The Town and Country Planning (Appeals) (SCOTLAND) Regulations 2013

PLEASE NOTE IT IS FASTER AND SIMPLER TO SUBMIT PLANNING APPLICATIONS
ELECTRONICALLY VIA httøs://www.eplanninp.scot

1. Applicant's Details 2. Agent's Details (if any)

Title Mr Ref No. N/A

Forename Smith . Forename
Surname Anthony Surname

Company Name N/A Company Name
Building No./Name 28 Building No/Name
Address Line I Morris Crescent Address Line 1
Address Line 2 Dalziel Park, Carfin Address Line ' f E N l RPR1Sh & COMMUNI I ILS

Town/City Motherwell Town/City

ML1 5NH 1 t OCT 2019
Postcode P o s t c o d e)1698

862811Telephone Telephone
Mobile . )7753 851 489 Mobile
Fax 'J/A Fax
EmaiIItonYv9smIth@gmatftom Email

3. Application Details −

Planning authority North Lanarkshire Council

Planning authority's application reference number I i 9/00305/FUL I
Site address

Site opposite; Dunyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse, ML1 5SU

Description of proposed development

Dog Daycare and associated single storey office, retail building, 1.8m fenced dog run
area, ancillary car park and hard standing 1,

AGENDA ITEM 2C
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Date of application 114/03/2019 Date of decision (if any) 123"08'2019

Note. This notice must be served on the planning authority within three months of the date of decision notice or
from the date of expiry of the period allowed for determining the application.
4. Nature of Application

Application for planning permission (including householder application) FX

Application for planning permission in principle

Further application (including development that has not yet commenced and where a time limit has
been imposed; renewal of planning permission and/or modification, variation or removal of a planning
condition) E
Application for approval of matters specified in conditions fl

5. Reasons for seeking review

Refusal of application by appointed officer

Failure by appointed officer to determine the application within the period allowed for determination
of the application

Conditiohs imposed on consent by appointed officer E

6. Review procedure

The Local Review Body will decide on the procedure to be used to determine your review and may at any time
during the review process require that further information or representations be made to enable them to determine
the review. Further information may be required by one or a combination of procedures, such as: written
submissions; the holding of one or more hearing sessions and/or inspecting the land which is the subject of the
review case.

Please indicate what procedure (or combination of procedures) you think is most appropriate for the handling of
your review. You may tick more than one box if you wish the review to be conducted by a combination of
procedures.

Further written submissions
One or more hearing sessions
Site inspection
Assessment of review documents only, with no further procedure

If you have marked either of the first 2 options, please explain here which of the matters (as set out in your
statement below) you believe ought to be subject of that procedure, and why you consider further submissions or a
hearing necessary.

I This refusal on the assessment of the planning officer fails to take cognisance of
similar successful applications in green belt for similar ventures utilising similar basic

[designs and methods of construction within a 2 mile radius of the proposed site

7. Site inspection
In the event that the Local Review Body decides to inspect the review site, in your opinion:

Can the site be viewed entirely from public land?
Is it possible for the site to be accessed safely, and without barriers to entry? 0
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If there are reasons why you think the Local Review Body would be unable to undertake an unaccompanied site
inspection, please explain here:

8. Statement

You must state, in full, why you are seeking a review on your application. Your statement must set out all matters
you consider require to be taken into account in determining your review. JLQI you may not have a further
opportunity to add to your statement of review at a later date. It is therefore essential that you submit with your
notice of review, all necessary information and evidence that you rely on and wish the Local Review Body to
consider as part of your review.

If the Local Review Body issues a notice requesting further information from any other person or body, you will
have a period of 14 days in which to comment on any additional matter which has been raised by that person or
body.

State here the reasons for your notice of review and all matters you wish to raise. If necessary, this can be
continued or provided in full in a separate document. You may also submit additional documentation with this form.

lvly reasons for seeking a review are as detailed within the attached document entitlec
"Notice of Review, Notes of Response", and consist of sections addressing the
planning officers reasons for refusal of:
1) That it is an inappropriate development in the Green Belt and that this would set an
undesirable precedent
2)That the proposal is not high quality and low impact design expected within the
Green Belt
3) The proposal will have a detrimental impact on road safety

Have you raised any matters which were not before the appointed officer at the time
your application was determined? Yes ONo IZI
If yes, please explain below a) why your are raising new material b) why it was not raised with the appointed officer
before your application was determined and c) why you believe it should now be considered with your review.

3
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9. List of Documents and Evidence

Please provide a list of all supporting documents, materials and evidence which you wish to submit with your notice
of review

Proposed Dog Daycare Centre − Planning Review Support Information.

Note. The planning authority will make a copy of the notice of review, the review documents and any notice of the
procedure of the review available for inspection at an office of the planning authority until such time as the review is
determined. It may also be available on the planning authority website.
10. Checklist

Please mark the appropriate boxes to confirm that you have provided all supporting documents and evidence
relevant to your review:

Full completion of all parts of this form El

Statement of your reasons for requesting a review

All documents, materials and evidence which you intend to rely on (e.g. plans and drawings or
other documents) which are now the subject of this review. El

Note. Where the review relates to a further application e.g. renewal of planning permission or modification,
variation or removal of a planning condition or where it relates to an application for approval of matters specified in
conditions, it is advisable to provide the application reference number, approved plans and decision notice from
that earlier consent.

−

DECLARATION

I, the applicant/agent hereby serve notice on the planning authority to review the application as set out on this form
and in the supporting documents. I hereby confirm that the information given in this form is true and accurate to the
best of my knowledg

Signature: L Name: lAnthony Smith I Date: Itt
Any personal data that you have been asked to provide on this from will be held and processed in accordance with
Data Protection Legislation.
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28, Morris Crescent
Daiziel Park
Cart in
Motherwell
MU 5NH

Dear Councillor:

Planning Application for Doggy Day Care Edinburgh Road Newhouse
I 9/00305/FUL

I attach letters and petitions supporting the above noted planning application from
local people familiar with the proposed location. The application at its most basic
level is to provide day kennels for dogs and to allow owners where possible to visit
during lunch breaks etc to walk their dogs on site in a safe secure environment.
Having read planning guidelines this is in line with policy allowing dog kennels on

the greenbelt sites . The site itself is not a traditional greenbelt site as it had
substantial train station buildings on site until fire destroyed them. The platforms
and foundations of the station remain on site and form part of the plans submitted
to the Council. There are no statutory objections to the application. The site has an
existing access to the main road and we will provide 30 parking spaces as required
by NLC Roads. I believe that the redevelopment of this brownfield site will help
remove unauthorised parking on the verge of this site application site. It should be
noted that there is a major park and ride facility built by NLC in close proximity
which can easily meet local parking needs.

The investment is being made by local people with a strong interest in dog welfare
and as well as promoting good practice in dog care new jobs for local people will
also be created as well as supply chain benefits. The buildings to be erected on site
are designed to a high standard and are appropriate for this location.

I ask that you consider this application favourably.

Yours faithfully

Anthony Smith Alison Spence
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Proposed Dog Day Care and Resource Centre
Planning Permission Appeal

Forward

We would firstly like to thank both the officers of the Council and Elected Members forming this committee for
allowing us the opportunity to appeal the refusal o f Planning Permission for our proposed dog day care facility
and resource centre.

We hope to use this opportunity fruitfully and provide a reasoned and articulate response to the concerns raised
as part of the planning process and show that our proposal is indeed a good fit for the area, does not create
precedence in the Greenbelt and can preserve rather than neglect and enhance rather than detract from the
ambience o f this small, and once bustling with industry, life and activity, corner of North Lanarkshire.

We hope to show in this appeal that our proposals would not set a precedent in this area and that our proposals
are consistent with applications granted for similar ventures in North Lanarkshire and indeed applications
granted in Greenbelt in other Council areas of Scotland with due reference to planning legislation.

Our appeal asks only for a consistent application in line with these same regulations.

Background

Both myself and my business partner, Alison were born in and have lived in North Lanarkshire all our lives.
We have also given back by actively teaching children and adults good life skills through Martial Arts in North
Lanarkshire schools, sports and community centres and halls for close on 30 years, and it was as a result o f a
chance conversation one evening after practice that we both learned each other had been made redundant and
were taking the opportunity to seek new challenges. As our experience working together through teaching was
successful, we felt we could use our knowledge and skills to create something special in our career whilst
bringing something unique to our community also.

As our discussions developed we focused our attention on a shared love, passion and interest in the care and
well being o f dogs, their owners and their families and their environment as well as addressing a gap in the
market for a well run, complete daily care o f dogs at a day boarding/kennelling facility in a natural setting,
dedicated solely to their welfare, improving dog to human relationships as well as being convenient and
accessible to dog parents.

Our Initial Research

We initially embarked upon some research and spoke to many dog parents, employees and trainers working in
dog environments. We also spoke with medical specialists about what they would like to see in a day
care/boarding facility. The list was extensive but it ultimately narrowed down to healthy, safe, natural, clean,
accessible and fun.

Much to our surprise, cost was very low on the list as we learned that dog parents nowadays could not put a
price on the benefits and peace of mind to them, knowing that their beloved member of the family was being
cared for in an environment that fulfilled all their wishes.

We furthered our research to existing day care/boarding/kennelling establishments and could not find such a
facility that ticked all dog parents, employees, trainers and medical specialists desired boxes.

Having then viewed sites and properties for several months, which were subsequently not fit for purpose, we
were put in touch with the owner o f the old Newhouse Railway Station Site which was ideal for our purposes
and that of our potential customers, employees and the advice of specialists.
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We developed a costed proposal that would work financially for us both, limiting our substantial costs and at
the same time, providing us with a 'fit for purpose' dedicated resource centre for the day time care and boarding
o f dogs in our custody.

After conducting our research and drafting our proposals in line with the extensive information and data we
gathered on similar ventures within North Lanarkshire, Greenbelt and Scotland that have already received
approval for Dog Day Care Activities, we approached the planning department of the North Lanarkshire
Council in March 2019 to ask for a pre−submission discussion. We naturally assumed this was available based
information on the Council website and as per application number I 7/00704/FUL (Kyledale Kennels −
Boarding activities and Dog Daycare, Hareshaw − which is a very similar business to our own) where the
applicant has stated he received pre−application advice via meeting, telephone, letter and e mail. Please see
below:−

Pre−Appl ica t ion Discussion
l l e . rOe w r . w y w r p n p n a a l s v i l , l l ; 4 e r r 4 n m l , , r f ly ' r − EJ 11 No
Pre−Appl ica t ion D i s c u s s i o n Deta i ls Cont.

040rI lrWmNl Wa,. M . tnar.P,ek

IF! Mottleg E l
T k e c

E l
LcItof

I J Emoll

P l a 0 0 0 p e m a a aoeoOpiIo., at 11cr inoObod% y o u wp,,o oI..nn coO Ihe r a m a Of I r a cfllC,Or W$'O 0 4 e O e m I r toc rebar l . . It a POZI'IWI"
0 f 0 c , n t . r t (ncrfx 11 Is 0 6 r c , t b , 0 , p1 oc, , o r If y j o r nor, I Iy WSC4JC4fV!9 a p r o 0 o t h 1 5 o g r a o n r o r t M t h the r i o r r I r ; au thcx l ty . pb02C
proe lOc enla l lO 04 I N ( T h i s w i f b o I p sho c u t h r n l ( x t o Onni w i l t ' f f05 n p p i c 0 0 0 n m o r e c f f i d n n l f y ( m i l e 5 0 0 cl'nUWf0

1−fOec cps lwrs w i f , G e r a r d O a t r n SoOloc p I o n r I n c f l i o o , PI .cnnlng & R s ; o r c m d o n FlemO l4Or,5O 2 T r y t R 0 3 0 C o m b o m a . 1 c 067
I .Ja

TWO
I

0 l 1 n r IN In 1 1
C r . o r o q . n e d e e n . I I I e l ('.,1h.,myyy)
Nc.m5e.

N o i c ' A P r c , I n o ; t o a m s r * l r . vo l vo sotm−g c.O thc, l c y r a c c 0,ybI ' ,Od Ic Oois c4r3 0 9 0 a n 1 0 o p g l l : a t b r , l s c n 0 f ? 'ot
f r f o . m t b r Is r a c u l r o d a n d IrS., , w i o m a r c o w l i n g I c c c n l c f o r l I ro 4 0 1 w i r y o f varbAAo S I O O C 0411,0 PrOOCSS.

However, we were advised that this service was no longer available. We were advised that we should "just
submit our proposals and await feedback" which we could then consider and amend our application as
appropriate.

Having conducted our own extensive research of businesses whose activities, location and design specifications
were similar to our own and that had already been passed within North Lanarkshire and the Greenbelt, we made
calculated decisions and deduced that our proposals were robust. As such, we therefore followed this advice
and delivered our proposals, together with the appropriate fee payable, on the 6 March. However, due to IT
issues within the department, our drawings and other associated paper work went astray. Our proposal was
therefore not formally registered by the Council until the 12th April 2019.

Our Local Design Considerations

Having identified the site o f the old Newhouse Railway Station, we embarked upon our proposals and carried
out an assessment o f existing buildings in the area, their design, look, impact on the landscape and their
potential costs to us in building our facility in the same or similar style.

On the immediate boundaries of the site, the following premises are to befound:−1)

North Boundary − A&M Fisheries. This is relatively new business on the site of a disused reservoir feed and
consists o f stacked shipping containers and a residential static caravan dominating the landscape:−
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2) South Boundary − Rough Grazing with Viridor Waste Management Company dominating thelandscape:−3)

East Boundary − Scottish Water Sewage Pumping Site. This site has a mixture of Early 19th Century red
engineering brick buildings along with a late I 9h Century support building built using light grey autoclaved
sand lime bricks with a metal clad roof:−
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4) West Boundary − Redundant RoughGrazing:−Given

the diversity of the building in question, we turned our attention a few kilometres East and West o f the
site boundary to view other premises in the area and inparticular:−5)

South Lanridge Farm − A prominent site on the Far Eastern Boundary dominated by mid 20th Century
portal framed barns with plain band grey cement render and corrugated reinforced cement based
profiled roofing, possibly asbestos incontent:−6)

Greenside Garden Centre, Cafe and retail park− a collection of central greenhouses serving horticultural and
retail provisions as well as childrens activity area and small holding. Several other retail concessions on the
grounds selling pvc double glazing, conservatories, out buildings and kitchens etc. The site overall consists of
several timber and metal display and storage buildings and occupied timber chalet style offices and stores of
various designs and building types:−
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7) Snack bar on Carlisle Road:−
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8) Ironing Shack at Peggy WhitesGarage:−9)

Hummingbird Garden Centre,Hareshaw:−10)

Kyledale/Hareshaw Dog Daycare:−
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From this review we took the impression that there was no design precedence, distinguishing congruence,
uniformity or benchmark of architectural heritage or local design theme prevalent within the local area.

Accordingly, keeping aesthetics, health and safety, potential customer desires and canine specialists
recommendations in the forefront of our mind, we looked at other building types that could serve our business
needs and budget constraints within North Lanarkshire and beyond.

In particular we set out to identify and assess the types of buildings granted planning permission previously and
recently by North Lanarkshire Council and in the Green Belt so that we could conform with the same base line
measures accepted by Council compliance.

Developing our desi2n and Proposal

As a Chartered Builder with over 40 years construction and design experience myself, and together with my
business partners training, experience and qualifications within the dog care business, we sought to develop a
specification that would be affordable, buildable, low maintenance, low impact and constructed in so far as
possible from renewable and sustainable sources as well as being a safe, secure and natural environment for the
purpose of caring, exercising and training canines and a pleasant, safe and healthy workplace for humans.

Our preference was for a timber framed, timber clad building with higher than required levels of insulation and
a range of finishes requiring minimum maintenance.

In terms o f internal and external flooring, as well as from our own health and safety risk assessments, we also
researched and consulted with animal specialists such as trainers and human and animal physiotherapists in
respect of appropriate paw and foot friendly options.

For the health and safety of dogs (or any animal) and humans, the basic principles to be considered are shock
absorption, non slip, weather resistant, temperature control, comfort, drainage, hygiene and aesthetics.
Following research and advice sought, we deduced that foot and paw friendly options were very important and
not negotiable. This was therefore insulated floating floor internally and externally a natural outdoor space
was a must − hard surfaces, and in particular concrete, are very unkind and unsafe to both animals and
humans alike.

We therefore sought to search initially within North Lanarkshire for timber clad premises, in natural settings,
built local to Newhouse and where possible, within the green belt. We then extended our search to within other
Council areas within Green Belt also to assess consistency with the application of any potential planning
constraints across Scotland.

Our first assessment of premises included the following establishments within North Lanarkshire and within a
few kilometres radius ofNewhouse:−II)

Doggy Wood − whose business model is very similar in nature to us i.e. 'Luxury boarding and Doggy
Daycare' within a greenbelt setting in NorthLanarkshire:−wc

c r

H o m e A b o u t U t . S e r v i c e S a n d P r i c i n g R o o m s a n d F a c i t i t i e s F A C t . S t a t , C o n t a c t Us
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12) Kyledale Dog Daycare, Hareshaw − again whose business model is similar to ours being dog day care
recently approved within North Lanarkshiregreenbelt:−13)

Hummingbird Garden Centre (café, animal feed, animal holding and other retail concessions such as sheds
and log cabin sales). The site overall consists of several timber and metal display and storage buildings and
occupied timber static caravan offices and stores of various designs and building types.
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14) Greenside Garden Centre (description as perabove):−15)

The Ironing Shack at Peggy Whites Garage,Newhouse:−16)

The Snack Bar, Carlisle Road, Hareshaw/Newhouse − timber effect retail outlet:−
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17) World of Wings, Luggiebank − bird of prey attraction, activity centre, retail outlet andcafé:−!.

−,

•
p _ _ j — . .

• −.−'. _
J..

Repor l He lp fu l? 110

18) Anjo Kennels, Carnbroe − animal and pet stores, grooming and boardingactivities:−19)

Scoobys Dog Day care, Coatbridge:−:
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20) Paws & Pups, Luggiebank, Day Care, Boarding activities and associatedr e t a i l : − −

− ' P A W S & PUPS!F.

I,German Shepherd
Breeding

r−Kennel

Boarding
& Doggie Day Care

Training Classes and Dog
Management

e i;_

Dog Supplies

From this initial assessment we deduced that low pitch chalet style/timber cabin buildings had been previously
approved by the Council and were therefore acceptable.

We then we looked at other council areas for further inspiration and focused only on dog day care, kennelling
and boardingactivities:−South

Lanarkshire

Clyde Valley PetRetreat:−I

TI 44

z.
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Avondale Kennels, Ferniegair:−.

Barklay Park Dog

D a y c a r e : − − − D o g Play Cetre.

I4

Lothian Regions

The Dog Playcentre:−
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The Dog Day CareCentre:−Edinburgh

Citidogs Creche:−
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Boggs Dogs:−,7_−
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Renfrewshire

Paws for a Day, Bridge ofWeir:−Fields

of Fun, Paisley:−−

− y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . − c −r V ' ' r − c − _ _
HW

Glasgow

Tails o f Tranquility, Newton Mearns:−
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Glenview Kennels, Milton ofCampsie:−Bonnyton

Daycare & Kennels, Eaglesham:−
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Fife

Happy Mutts:−−

−

−
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Dumfries & Galloway

Mabie Forest Kennels:−
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Scottish Borders

TweedDogs:−The

Site

The earliest records we have found relate to the Caledonia Railway Company and the purchase of land for the
construction of a railway line and for a station and ancillary facilities at Newhouse, these records date from
1888 onwards.

"
tr

.M'
From 1888 until around 1966, when the last recorded train stopped at Newhouse Station, the line operated as a
transport line and a freight line before falling victim to the Beaching cuts

On or around 1970, the station was converted to a domestic dwelling until some time in the 80's when the
premises were raised by a fire and the buildings subsequently demolished. The site has lain vacant from then
with its own boundaries and completely separate from the rough grazing grounds on its Western and Southern
boundaries.
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The site lies low and is almost invisible from the road due to existing tree−lines and the gradient of the ground
lying approximately 6m below the road level of the B7066 Glasgow to Edinburgh Road.

The site suffers from extensive fly tipping, littering, human toileting and illegal parking on the roadside verge
to such an extent that the trunk road inner kerb line has been destroyed by the impact of Heavy Goods Vehicles
driving over the length of the kerb in the area of the site. Also, the bridge reference NH 123, has been damaged
by what clearly appears to be impact from a Heavy Goods Vehicle reversing upon this privately owned land.
Please see picturesbelow:−Damaged

kerblines:−Damage

to bridge ref, NH 123:−
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Littering & Fly Tipping etc:−
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Littering can almost entirely be attributed to the customers of the snack van located in the lay−by adjacent to the
site and the lack of bins as well as refuse points provided by the snack van proprietor for customer use.

The snack vans limit along this stretch of road is in direct proportion to the area o f unauthorised parking on
private property. Such unauthorised parking has already been curtailed to some degree by measures we have
put in place to remove vehicles from the site and will vanish completely from this area once the verge side is
returned to grass. This will be more fully discussed in our response to the stated Reasons for Refusing Planning
Permission later on in this document.

This site is a gap site o f low quality scrubland which would have no impact on the openness of the Greenbelt as
it is already surrounded by industrial, commercial and leisure facilities as well as major infrastructure −
separately identifiable from the existing rough and redundant grazing on its West and South boundaries, the
B7066 on its North boundary and the Sewage Pumping Station on its East boundary.

This site does not have any inherent natural beauty, ecological value or agricultural purpose. It has never been
farmed since 1888 and since the 80's, it has been dormant and unused for any purpose. If anything, it is an
infill and betterment to a derelict, unused piece of land whose development will not dilute agricultural land
holdings or spoil a landscape dominated by a collection of various commercial farm buildings and functional
industrial buildings. Once again, our proposals can only preserve and enhance an otherwise abused and
neglected small, but once bustling with industry, life and activity, pocket of North Lanarkshire.
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Response to Reasons given for Refusing Planning Permission

Mitigating Factors for the refusal in giving Planning Permission to our proposal were stated asfollows:−Council

Reasons:−1

That the proposed development is contrary to policies NBE 3 A, DSP 3 and Supplementary Guidance
"Assessing Development in the Green Belt, "as it constitutes inappropriate development within the Green Belt,
and would set an undesirable precedent for the further erosion o f the Green Belt.

2 That the proposed development is contrary to policy DSP 4 as it is not o f the high quality and low impact
design that is expected within the Green Belt and the proposed will have a detrimental impact on the road
safety o f other users.

OurResponses:−Dealing

with Council Reasons number one firstly, we would make the following observations, broken down as
1A to D below, in respect of the key elements made therein;

Response 1A)

We do not believe that our proposal is Contrary to Policy NBE 3A as it is in an "other appropriate rural use"
that is compatible fully with agriculture and the diversified face of modem Scottish Farming, as well as public
demand, which has sought to increase revenues through moving from food crops and live stock to retail, garden
centres, dining, experience days, holidays and management of domestic animals. Indeed, the influential
Farming Journal Business Barn rates Pets as the second most popular farm diversification in the UK. (see
extractbelow):−Source

− The Business Barn (Second Most popular farm diversification UK)

Pets
As a nation ofpet lovers there is no getting away from the fact that we love to splash out on our pets. In 2017
consumer expenditure on pets rose to £4.6 billion, a level o f expenditure that does not look set to fall any time
soon.

See also: Business start−up guide − Dog walker

13 million households within the UK own apet f o r which the most popular pets are dogs, closely followed by
cats. With this comes opportunities f o r those looking for new business ideas. Business ideas include:

• Animalfood
• Animal bedding
• Kennels with pet grooming facilities
• Dog agility
• Dog training
• Pet sitting

Ifyou offer accommodation, it's also worth considering ifyou can make this pet friendly. People now want to
holiday with their pets and not allowing their 'fur,y friends' to come along may mean you are losing out on
potential customers.

This is a reality in modem Scotland, the UK and indeed in North Lanarkshire where Green Belt developments
have followed national trends to attract more investment from businesses as well as visitors and tourism with
North Lanarkshire Council granting permission to:−
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1) Doggywood Day Care
2) Kyledale Dog Daycare − Hareshaw
3) Hummingbird Garden Centre
4) Greenside Garden Centre
5) World o f wings
6) B&B's
7) Newbuild Dog Groomers in rural Hareshaw recently approved (ref 100168111 −001)
8) Paws & Pups

to name but a few.

Indeed, the Delegated Report for Planning Application No: 1 8/006222/FUL, for a dwelling house at Doggy
Wood states quite clearly that "Stables and kennelling/dog care operations are appropriate in the green belt in
principle subject to their being bona fide businesses and meeting design requirements"

In this respect I can confirm that our business is based on bona tide customer demand (please see attached
signatures from residents and dog parents of both North Lanarkshire and surrounding communities in support
o f our proposed business) as well as advice from animal and human health professionals and behavioural
training specialists as well as realistic and achievable business plan projections which I have crafted taking into
account my own experiences o f business planning and most recently growing a failing business from a £250k
turnover and loss, to a £1 6m turnover, a £300m order book and industry leading profits. This plan has in
addition been reviewed by a qualified and Chartered Accountant.

We do concede however that we have failed to explain correctly that our operation is a day boarding or
kennelling style operation, very similar to Doggywood, Kyledale/Hareshaw Dogs and Paws and Pups to name a
few, all o f whom North Lanarkshire have granted permission to. We wrongly presumed that the Council would
be aware that Dog Day care is the new name for day boarding/kennelling activities of dogs.

An example being a direct quote from Doggywood website stating that they describe their business as being
"as far removed from traditional kennels as possible , i.e. not a traditional kennel function.

The following dfinttion is helpful in explaining thisfurther:−"Kennels

or a kennel is a place where dogs are bred and trained, or looked after when their owners are away."
(Collins English Dictionary)

We have clearly stated in our submission that we will 'train and look after dogs when owners are away'.

By allowing permission for our proposals, the Council would not be setting precedent in the Greenbelt as
Doggywood and Kyledale/Hareshaw Dogs are already approved Dog Day care facilities within the Greenbelt.
Additionally, the Hummingbird Garden Centre and Greenside Garden Centre both retail pet foods within
Greenbelt as well as approval o f a new build dog grooming facility on 'rural' land in Hareshaw (your reference
100168111−001).

Dog Day Care is simply a modern descriptor o f day time boarding/kennelling activities. Customers want their
dogs cared for as they would their own children going to nursery or school i.e. with discipline, socialisation,
interaction in a fun, clean, natural, safe and secure environment whilst allowing them to continue working and
not having to leave their dogs at home where behaviour problems are very likely to occur due to being left
alone for long periods of time and owners being too tired or busy to tend to their needs when they return.

Dog ownership has grown considerably over recent years and continues to do so rapidly. With more busy
families wishing to introduce dogs into their homes, and indeed some choosing to have dogs rather than
children, traditional kennelling and boarding has had to evolve over recent years to offer day time care,
kennelling and boarding in order to accommodate not only the changing needs but also much higher and
specific demands of dog parents.
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During our research and discussions with dog parents (some of whom already use day care, boarding,
kennelling) as well as dog trainers and health care specialists, we discovered that there is a strong need for dog
care to evolve further now. There is further demand for better quality, natural and accessible facilities focusing
on the all round well being of dogs. We found that owners in particular no more want to place their beloved
family members in to cold, hard industrial style units when they go to work than they would their children, they
want much better and cost is not necessarily a principal factor in their decision, quality, services, aesthetics and
safety were more important.

Supplying the demands of potential customers involves much more than traditional boarding and kennelling
where dogs are locked in a cage for long periods of time with little or no interaction which has proven to cause
unwanted behaviours in many dogs such as nervousness, depression and aggression to name but a few. Dog
parents now want facilities not only providing day time care, boarding, kennelling but also socialisation,
interaction, training, grooming, health checks and nutritional advice to fit with their own busy lifestyle whilst
providing the best life for their dog.

Our proposition is very similar to the propositions recently approved by the Council in North Lanarkshire
Greenbelt for Doggywood, Kyledale/Hareshaw Dogs, Hummingbird Garden Centre, Greenside Garden Centre,
Paws and Pads and the newly approved, new build dog groomers on rural land in Hareshaw. Our proposals will
therefore not set a precedence but be a continuation of standards already set in North Lanarkshire and other
communities.

This is how we propose to supply to these demands and look after dogs in ourcare:−Response

1B)

Our proposals include I 800mrnm high perimeter deer fencing and it is noted that the Council believe that this is
not in keeping with the area. I would point out that a considerable amount of deer fencing has been installed
locally along the M8, A8 and tributary roads in and around Newhouse as there is not only a displaced deer
population due to developments but an increased deer population due to suitable breeding conditions and lack
o f predators.

Our deer fencing is to keep deer out of our grounds as deer faeces can be detrimental to dog welfare. We would
be happy to reduce this fencing in height below 1800mm high to comply with planning consent but would
prefer to maintain this height if possible.

As most of the fencing will be tree−lined, it will be pretty much invisible to passers by.

For information; within a 1 000m radius of the site we have found the following types o f fencing used on other
commercial sites, some of whom we have mentioned above, that demonstrates there is no standard fencing
type installed in this area:−
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Response 1C)

0

We note that the objection to our proposals include objecting to our retail proposals and would advise that the
Council have allowed retail within the Greenbelt at Greenside Garden Centre and at Hummingbird Garden
Centre to name just two, both of which sell a range of dog foods. This element of our proposals therefore does
not constitute a precedent but again, a continuation of standards already set by the Council.
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Response 1D)

We have reviewed the granting of Planning Permission for similar development opportunities across Scotland
and would point to the most Councils who have deemed Dog Day care Facilities to be consistent with Greenbelt
development.

In all o f the above examples, the Councils as noted have acted consistently in granting Dog Day care Planning
Permissions and as such, granting such permission in Greenbelt will not constitute a precedent in Scotland and
accordingly within North Lanarkshire but be a continuation of standards already set.

Moving on to Council Reasons number two, we would make the following observations, listed 2A & B below,
in respect o f the key elements made therein:

Response 2A)

We do not agree that our proposals are not a high quality and low impact design that would be expected within
the Green Belt and point to similarly designed buildings within the Green Belt that have been given Planning
Permission by the Council.

Conversely, we have highlighted in 'Our Local Design Considerations' section above, the range and type of
buildings, some of which are in a poor condition, already approved for commercial use within the Green Belt,
in this area and in prominent positions that are devoid of any rural character or aesthetic appeal and include
stacked shipping containers, mobile and static homes, asbestos roofed industrial specification barns and rolled
steel corrugated storage sheds.

However, we would be happy to take guidance from the Council and if necessary, embellish our proposals from
what may appear to be plain but attractive and functional buildings and agree alternative finishes and
fenestrations in order to comply with the reasonable demands of the Council to make the buildings
architecturally more appealing.

I would however point out that the specification as proposed is o f an extremely high standard based not only
upon a sustainable approach to construction, maintenance and lifecycle of the premises, but also compared to
that already passed and in use in the area.

Response 2B)

We strongly disagree to the response from the author that our proposals "WILL HAVE A DETRIMENTAL
IMPACT ON THE SAFETY OF OTHER ROAD USERS" this is absolute conjecture based on the premise that
Heavy Goods Vehicles will park on the carriageway once we have stopped them parking without permission on
our private land.

The Roads Operations Observations on this application do not use the word "WILL" but use the sentence
"LIKELY to result in the displacement o f SOME o f this parking onto the live carriageway and surrounding
area including the lay−by. .... The applicant does not have control o f these areas

With due respect to the Council, the site of the Snack Bar should be subject to Council monitoring as the root of
the problem is a snack bar adjacent to a TWO CAR LAY−BY, i.e a snack bar given permission on the basis that
it will presumably have only 2 vehicles parked at any one time in the lay−by where it is situated:−
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It is therefore an enforcement issue for the Council and has been since the snack bar was given permission to
operate at that location in full knowledge that there is insufficient public parking for customers of the snack bar
to use.

However, we have noted that there are but a few frequent heavy goods vehicles using this land without
permission and it would be our intention to write to the vehicle operators in question and advise them that they
can no longer use this land for parking. The hauliers are Coop Distribution, Messer's French Haulage and
Messer's Anderson Haulage.

To reiterate, the area in question on our proposal is privately owned land and no permissions have been granted
for any kind of parking activities on this land.

As such, in March 2019, in anticipation of potential works and to protect the area from further damage or
littering, we erected temporary fencing across the verge in question therefore, a considerable number of
vehicles have already moved on without complaint or detriment to vehicle safety in the area. Please refer
picture below:−
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For information, the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984, provides for remedies under both Section 129(2) and
Regulation 107 of the Act giving the Police the powers to move or have vehicles moved that are causing
unnecessary obstructions of the road or are obstructing the passage of or endangering road users.

In clearing the road side verge from fly tipped rubbish and other debris, as you can see from the picture above,
we have already moved on the majority of vehicles form this area without incident or complaint.

For your information, most of the vehicles parking were for car share purposes and those displaced are
presumably using the Newhouse Park and Ride or have made other more appropriate arrangements.

ClosingSummary:−With

reference to the Delegated Report dated 10th April 2019, I would make the following comments:

1) The author states in Paragraph 4, that "a new retail use within this location would be against the principle
of the greenbelt policy".

We would suggest that this is incorrect given the examples we have cited of other similar ventures being
granted permissions within the greenbelt in North Lanarkshire and further, that the writer has not stated
that this against greenbelt policy but against the 'principle' of greenbelt policy which, for the avoidance of
doubt, is an opinion rather than a statement of fact.

2) The author states in Paragraph 5 that "the provision of jobs at this site is expected to be minima!, and
would not be of sufficient quantity to justify the development of this location".

We would advise that we would be hopeful of creating around 12 jobs upon reaching a dog population of
60 dogs. We do not regard creating this amount of jobs as minimal and find it astonishing and
disappointing that during these economic times this is used as a criteria for a planning rejection.

3) The writer states in Paragraph 7 that "the proposed is not a high quality architectural design".

This is an opinion and not a statement of fact and as such should be removed from the report. For
avoidance of doubt, and as we have demonstrated in our extensive research above, there is no scale of
measure of architectural design quality in the UK, Scotland or North Lanarkshire. Design quality is a
function of specification only, we have proposed a high quality specification of a building type similar to
other buildings within the Ward and Adjacent Wards. The writers comments are additionally inconsistent.

4) The writer states in Paragraph 7 that our proposals will "erode the rural characteristic of the area, which is
worth preserving within the Greenbelt".

We regard this statement as being of no relevance given that the site is immediately bordered by a sewage
pumping station, across the carriageway from a collection of steel shipping containers, with views of the
Viridor recycling plant on the Southern Aspect, factory type farm buildings to the East and a petrol station
and forecourt to the West. Additionally, this is poor quality, neglected and abused scrub land with no use or
inherent natural beauty. Hardly rural Idyll as the writer suggests. We believe this comment should
therefore be removed.

5) The writer states as part of the Reasoned Justification, that the proposals would be "detrimental to road
safety at the location".

This is an opinion not based upon fact. The Transportation Assessment made by a qualified Civil Engineer
stated that traffic congestion "May" occur. To translate this, as the writer has done, to "Will" occur is
astonishing. As such, this "opinion" without technical back−up, should be removed.
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DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: 19/00305/FtJL

Date Application Valid: 10th April 2019

Proposal Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey
Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary Car
Parking Hard Standing Area

Address Site Opposite Case Officer:
Dunsyston Cottage Mr Ritchie Gillies
Edinburgh Road
Newhouse
Motherwell
North Lanarkshire
MLI 5SU

Local Plan Policies NBE 3 A (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area − Green Belt).

HCF 1 A (Protecting Residential Amenity and Community Facilities − Residential Amenity)

DSP 2 (Location of Development)

DSP 4 (Quality of Development)

Planning History
• 98/00671/FUL Erection of Dwellinghouse and Ancillary Stables

• 10/00090/PREAPL Replacement Dwellinghouse
• 13100056/PREAPE Erection of New Build
• 1 3/00627/FUL Demolition and Replacement of Existing Fire Damaged Dwelling to be Utilised

as a Guest House
• 16/00716/FUL Renewal of Planning Permission 131006271FUL (Demolition and Replacement of

Existing Fire Damaged Dwelling to be Utilised as a Guest House)

Site Visit Date(s)
Weekly List Date 18th April 2019 Weekly List Expiry Date
Neighbour 24th April Neighbour Notification 5th JuneNotification Sent Expiry Date
Advert Date 24th April 2019 Advert Expiry Date 5th June

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting The site relates to a vacant plot of land located at Newhouse along with 137066,
and features a dismantled railway to the east, B7066 to the north, and vacant
land to the south and west.

Design and Materials The site is currently vacant, but has previously had a dwellinghouse located on
the site many years ago.
The proposed would see the change of use of the land to facilitate a dog day
care centre facility, consisting of an office and retail element, and will have a
footprint of 195m2, and be finished in dark brown timber cladding, timber windows
and black roof shingles. Associated access and parking is to be created, with the
existing road access to be made good, the inclusion of hardstanding with
associated parking to the front of the proposed building. A 1.8m high timber fence
and associated gate is to be erected to the front, in addition to an allocated dog
play and exercise area to the rear of the site, bound by deer fencing.

Daylight/Sunlight Due to the location of the proposed development, and lack of neighbouring
buildings or properties, there will be no impact on daylight or sunlight as a result
of this proposal.

Boundary Treatment The boundary treatment consists of a 1.8m timber fence and gate to the north,
facing the road. The dog area to the rear will be bound by a 1.8m deer fence.

Privacy Due to the location of the proposed development, and lack of neighbouring
buildings or properties, there will be no impact on privacy provision as a result of
the proposed.

Adjacent Levels The site is generally characterised by flat land with some undulating elements
persisting throughout the site.

Landscaping (including garden The proposal will see significant changes to the landscape as existing. The road
ground) will be renewed, a building erected, hard standing created and tree plantings to

the rear.

AGENDA ITEM 2D
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Access, Parking & Turning The existing road access to the site is to be upgraded and re−tarmacked by the
applicant if this proposal is acceptable. A turning area of 10.5m radius is the
minimum that is to be expected in this location.
30 parking spaces are required for this application, which has been provided, as
shown in the amended block plan.
Access to the site is to be gained via a combination of upgrading the existing
access, installing bollards on the area of hardstanding adjacent to the road to
stop the area being used for HGV parking, the inclusion of a reversing location
and visibility splays.

Site Constraints There are no identified constraints on this site.

Consultation Responses Due to the location of the proposed, the council's roads service, greenspace
service and the pollution control service were consulted as part of this
assessment, as well as Scottish Water.
The roads service provided comment on the acceptability of the proposal, and
although no objection was raised, there would be a significant displacement of
parking on the area of hardstanding to the rear that will be removed as a result
of the proposed.
Greenspace have been consulted as part of this application, however no
response was received.
Pollution control have raised no objection, subject to a full site investigation being
undertaken prior to the commencement of development.
Scottish Water was consulted, and raised no objection to the proposed.

Representations No objections were received in relation to this application.

Any Other Material The site is located within the designated Greenbelt
Considerations

Report

This application seeks permission to change the use of land to facilitate the placement of a Dog Day−care
Centre, consisting of the erection of a one storey building, comprising of retail and office elements, 1.8m
fencing and associated access located in the Green Belt, to the west of Newhouse Roundabout. Due to
the nature of the surrounding area, the following policies apply: HCF 1 A (Protecting Residential Amenity
and Community Facilities − Residential Amenity), DSP 3 (Location of Development), DSP 4 (Quality of
Development), NBE 3 A (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area − Green
Belt). Due to its location, Supplementary Guidance 7, regarding the assessment of development in the
Green Belt, would also be considered

The proposed development will be located in a rural location. There are no neighbouring dwellinghouses
which would be adversely impacted by the proposed development, therefore it is deemed that this
application complies with policy HCF 1 A.

Policy NBE 3 A (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area − Green Belt) seeks
to promote development within the Green Belt by restricting developments to particular types and
operating assessment criteria. Within the Green Belt, it is deemed that the acceptable development types
are as follows:

• Proposals necessary for agriculture, forestry or horticulture
• Telecommunications, generation of power from renewable sources or other rural uses such as

open case coal extraction
• Limited extension or alteration of existing buildings
• Facilities for outdoor recreation, education and tourism

Supplementary Planning Guidance 7 − Assessing Development in the Green Belt goes into further detail
regarding the acceptability of proposals within the greenbelt. It re−emphasises the above acceptable
criteria, however, goes further and states that a new retail use within this location would be against the
principle of the greenbelt policy.

The proposed development is a dog day−care centre, which is not necessary to agriculture, forestry or
horticulture, and not for telecommunications or generation of renewable energy, not for the extension of
an existing building nor for outdoor recreation, education or tourist uses. Within the surrounding area, there
are instances of sporadic development, consisting of retail and industry, with a growing pressure for
development on the south side of the B7066. The proposed would risk creating a corridor of development
along this road, extending Newhouse east of the roundabout, and set an undesirable precedent for the
further erosion of the greenbelt within this area. In addition to this, although the proposed building is smallPage 48 of 213



in scale, once the use has been established, it would be difficult to constrain further expansion in the future.
The applicant has submitted a justification for the proposed use, in which it states that it will provide jobs,
make the land good and that no prime agricultural land will be lost. Although the development does not
result in the loss of agricultural land, the provision of jobs at this site is expected to be minimal, and would
be not be of sufficient quantity to justify the development in this location. Similarly, the justification for
making good of the land is not deemed to be sufficient, as the existing uses of the land, although
undesirable, are not permanent and could be removed, whereas this development would become a
permanent feature in this site. The proposed use is not deemed to comply with the above policy or
supplementary guidance on acceptable uses within the greenbelt.

DSP 2 (Location of Development) states that applications for development within the Green Belt must
clearly maintain the urban/rural boundaries. As described above, this proposal would blur the lines
between the two, introducing development characteristic of urban areas, such as retail and office use, and
would risk creating a line of development within this area of Green belt. As such, it is deemed that the
proposed does not comply with DSP 2 (Location of Development)

Policy DSP 4 (Quality of Development) seeks to ensure that developments are well designed, do not have
an adverse impact on neighbouring amenity and to ensure that access for cars is safe for all other road
users. With regards to design, the proposed materials on site has been designed to be more sympathetic
to the rural nature of the surrounding area, consisting of a timber clad building and fencing characteristic
of a rural area. However, it is deemed that the proposed is not of high quality architectural design.
Furthermore, the alterations to the wider site, such as formation of access, hardstanding, and fencing will
erode the rural characteristic of the area, which is worth preserving within the Green Belt. Although
mitigation measures are proposed to offset the impact of the proposed, such as further tree planting and
erection of 1.8m timber fencing to the front, it is deemed not sufficient to comply with DSP 4 (Quality of
Development), particularly in the context of a location in the Green Belt.

North Lanarkshire Council's Roads department were consulted as part of this application, and the following
comments were made with regards to the proposed.

• The proposed inclusion of 30 parking spaces is deemed to be sufficient, based on the short term
basis of the use of the facilities from customers

• The turning area proposed within the site is deemed to be acceptable
• With the erection of bollards on the hardstanding to the east, it is deemed that the visibility splays

would be sufficient in this location.

It is also mentioned that there is a notable demand for parking within this area, with the land to the east
being used by HGV's visiting the adjacent Snack bar. In order to achieve adequate visibility splays, the
parking area will be removed and restricted through bollards, however, not all of this area is within the
ownership of the applicant. This will likely result in the displacement of some of this parking onto the live
carriageway and wider areas. A result of this is that on−street parking is likely to increase, significantly
compromising visibility splays and wider road safety. As these effects would be outwith the applicant's
control, it is deemed that the transport impacts as a result of this proposal would be significant and not
comply with DSP 4 (Quality of Development).

Thus, in conclusion, it is deemed that the principle of this development is unacceptable, not being among
acceptable development types for the Green Belt. Furthermore, the proposed fails to comply with policy
regarding amenity and road safety aspects. The applicant has provided no material consideration to
suggest that the development plan should not prevail. The proposed is contrary to the development plan
and therefore should be refused planning permission.

Date 23rd August 2019

Reasoned Justification

The proposed development fails to meet the criteria set out in the relevant policies contained within the
North Lanarkshire Local Development Plan. The proposed development does not comply with acceptable
development types within the Green Belt, and is unacceptable in principle. In addition, the proposed
development is contrary to policy DSP4 in that it fails to provide sufficient design quality and would be
detrimental to road safety at the location.
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Recommendation: Refuse for the FollowingReasons:−That

the proposed development is contrary to policies NBE 3 A, DSP 3 and Supplementary Guidance
"Assessing Development in the Green Belt," as it constitutes inappropriate development within the Green
Belt, and would set an undesirable precedent for the further erosion of the Green Belt.

2. That the proposed development is contrary to policy DSP 4 as it is not of the high quality and low impact
design that is expected within the Green Belt and the proposed will have a detrimental impact on the road
safety of other users.
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

ROADS OPERATIONS − OBSERVATIONS ON PLANNING APPLICATION

Roads Contact
Planning Contact
Planning Applica
Applicant
Proposed Develo
Location

Brian Ray − Engineer Technical Officer, Fleming House
Stewart MacCallum

No. I 9/00305/FUL
Mr. Anthony Smith

it Dog Daycare Centre & Const. of Assoc. Single Storey Office/Retail Bul
B7066 Glasgow & Edinburgh Road, Newhouse MLI 5SU

North
Lanarkshire

Council

1. EXISTING ROADS − Consideration of the: General impact, Type of Connection(s) (Road Junction/ Footway
crossing). Location (s) of connection (s), Sightlines, Pedestrian Provision

a)

b)

C)

d)

The proposed development site is located along a length of the Glasgow and Edinburgh Road forming part of the route
classified as the B7066. This route is used by significant volumes of traffic including HGVs particularly when difficulties
arise on the parallel M8 motorway. The Glasgow and Edinburgh Road is subject the National speed limit and is substandard
in terms of pedestrian facilities and Street lighting. A snack van is located in a lay by which is located on its south side in
close proximity to the proposed development site access.
It is unclear from the plans and detail supplied how the proposed development will connect into the existing road network,
the applicant should provide details to demonstrate how this will be achieved.
An existing footway terminates just west of the proposed access at the rear of the layby, any supplementary proposals
provided by the applicant as recommended in la) above should also incorporate a connection to this footway.
Minimum vehicular visibility splays of 4.5m x 215m are required from the proposed access along the Glasgow & Edinburgh
Road in both directions. The applicant should demonstrate the necessary visibility splays can be provided with the public
road and land under his control, taking into account the existing hard standing area situated between the south edge of the
B7066 and the development site currently used as a commercial area/car park for customers of the snack van.

2. NEW ROADS −

N/A

Consideration of the: Width, Layout, Junction details (location, radii, sightlines), Turning
Facilities, Pedestrian Provision, Provision for Services

3. SERVICING & PARKING − Consideration of the: Servicing arrangements / Driveways, Parking provision, Layout of

a) Turning facilities should be provided within the curtilage of the proposed development site to permit all vehicles
including HGV's serving the site to enter and leave in a forward gear.

b) The parking provision requirements are as follows; 1 space per dog/customer for the daycare centre plus drop off/pickup
facilities, 1 space per 20m2 GFA for the vets and rest room, 3 spaces per 100m2 GFA for the retail unit, and 3 spaces
per 100m2 GFA for the office.

RECOMMENDATION I recommend deferral of this application until the applicant submits further drawings/details
incorporating the points made in Ia), Ib), ic), Id).
The applicant should be advised of the points noted in 3a) and 3b) above.

NOTES FOR INTIMATION TO APPLICANT
(i) CONSTRUCTION CONSENT (S21)* Required for all adoptable roads and footpaths
(ii) ROAD BOND (SI 7)* Required if building works are to be undertaken before roads are
(iii) ROAD OPENING PERMIT (S56)* Required for any works on the public road

pp−Business Manager Environmental Assets.............. fr1c'A4. ...............Date.... 1 q 'j.q

AGENDA ITEM 2E
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

ROADS OPERATIONS − OBSERVATIONS ON PLANNING APPLICATION

North
Lanarkshire

Coundi

Roads Contact Brian Ray − Engineer Technical Officer, Fleming House
Planning Contact Stewart MacCallum
Planning Application No. J 19/00305/FUL
Applicant Mr. Anthony Smith
Proposed Development Dog Daycare Centre & Const. of Assoc. Single Storey Office/Retail Building
Location B7066 Glasgow & Edinburgh Road, Newhouse ML 5SU

1. EXISTING ROADS − Consideration of the: General impact, Type of Connection(s) (Road Junction! Footway
crossing), Location (s) of connection (s), Sightlines, Pedestrian Provision

a)

b)

C)

d)

The proposed development site is located along a length of the Glasgow and Edinburgh Road forming part of the route
classified as the B7066. This route is used by significant volumes of traffic including HGVs particularly when difficulties
arise on the parallel M8 motorway. The Glasgow and Edinburgh Road is subject the National speed limit and is substandard
in terms of pedestrian facilities and street lighting. A snack van is located in a lay by which is located on its south side in
close proximity to the proposed development site access.
It is unclear from the plans and detail supplied how the proposed development will connect into the existing road network,
the applicant should provide details to demonstrate how this will be achieved.
An existing footway terminates just west of the proposed access at the rear of the layby, any supplementary proposals
provided by the applicant as recommended in la) above should also incorporate a connection to this footway.
Minimum vehicular visibility splays of 4.5m x 215m are required from the proposed access along the Glasgow & Edinburgh
Road in both directions. The applicant should demonstrate the necessary visibility splays can be provided with the public
road and land under his control, taking into account the existing hard standing area situated between the south edge of the
B7066 and the development site currently used as a commercial area/car park for customers of the snack van.

2. NEW ROADS −

N/A

Consideration of the: Width, Layout, Junction details (location, radii, sightlines), Turning
Facilities, Pedestrian Provision, Provision for Services

3. SERVICING & PARKING − Consideration of the: Servicing arrangements / Driveways, Parking provision, Layout of

a) Turning facilities should be provided within the curtilage of the proposed development site to permit all vehicles
including HGV's serving the site to enter and leave in a forward gear.

b) The parking provision requirements are as follows; 1 space per dog/customer for the daycare centre plus drop off/pickup
facilities, I space per 20m2 GFA for the vets and rest room, 3 spaces per 100m2 GFA for the retail unit, and 3 spaces
per 100m2 GFA for the office.

RECOMMENDATION I recommend deferral of this application until the applicant submits further drawings/details
incorporating the points made in Ia), Ib), Ic), Id).
The applicant should be advised of the points noted in 3a) and 3b) above.

S J I J i I i L
NOTES FOR INTIMATION TO APPLICANT
(i) CONSTRUCTION CONSENT (S21)* Required for all adoptable roads and footpaths
(ii) ROAD BOND (Sl7)* Required if building works are to be undertaken before roads are completed.
(iii) ROAD OPENING PERMIT (S56)* Required for any works on the public road

pr−Business Manager Environmental Assets .............. WU_U04w McAL1.Li".e−'.
.............. Date.... j_q i_q
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL +Lah
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES arkshire

ROADS OPERATIONS − OBSERVATIONS ON PLANNING APPLICATION

Council

Roads Contact Brian Ray − Engineer Technical Officer, Fleming House
Planning Contact Stewart MacCallum
Planning Application No. 19/00305/FUL Additional Comments Drg.Nos.ASDDC 02 & ASDDC 10
Annlieant Mr. Anthony Smith
Proposed Development Dog Daycare Centre & Const. o f Assoc. Single Storey Office/Retail Buildi
Location B7066 Glasgow & Edinburgh Road, Newhouse ML1 5SU

1. EXISTING ROADS − Consideration o f the: General impact, Type o f Connection(s) (Road Junction! Footway
crossing. Location (s) o f connection (s), Sightlines, Pedestrian Provision

a) The applicant has provided supplementary drawings and documentation in support o f their application. The applicant has
demonstrated that the visibility splay requirements can be achieved in both directions and has proposed the use o f bollards
at 5m centres to protect the visibility splay to the east o f the access. The bollards will require to be situated at a maximum
o f 2m centres to prevent vehicles passing between them to park on the existing hard standing. The bollards must also extend
around the proposed turning area situated at the entrance gates to ensure that there is no vehicular access to the hard standing.

b) The radii/junction dimensions proposed must comply with the current requirements o f the DMRB, the minimum acceptable
radii at this location is 10.5m.

c) The B7066 is a local distributer road, therefore the minimum visibility splays o f 4.5m x 215m to be provided as opposed to
2.5m x 215m as requested by the applicant.

d) The proposed gates must be situated at least 18m from the edge o f carriageway.
e) There is a notable demand for parking in this area, the hard standing situated to the east o f the applicants access is currently

used by HGV's in particular patronising the adjacent snack bar. This application i f successful is likely to result in the
displacement o f some o f this parking onto the live carriageway and surrounding area including the layby situated to the west
o f the access. The applicant does not have control o f these areas and it is likely that on−street parking particularly along the
south kerbline either side o f the access will significantly compromise visibility.

2. NEW ROADS − Consideration o f the: Width, Layout, Junction details (location, radii, sightlines), Turning
Facilities. Pedestrian Provision. Provision for Services

N/A

3. SERVICING & PARKING − Consideration o f the: Servicing arrangements / Driveways, Parking provision, Layout of

a) The applicant has confirmed that a majority o f the customers to the site will be there on a short term basis only to drop
oWpick up pets. Consequently the 30 car parking spaces proposed would appear to be sufficient for the development
in this instance.

RECOMMENDATION I have no objections to offer regarding this application subject to the points raised in la), lb),
ic) and id) above, however I would request that the observation made in point le) is
considered during the decision process.

− .
..

−NOTES FOR INTIMATION TO APPLICANT
(i) CONSTRUCTION CONSENT (S21)* Required for all adoptable roads and footpaths
(ii) ROAD BOND (SI 7)* Required if building works are to be undertaken before roads are completed.
(iii) ROAD OPENING PERMIT (S56) Reauired for any works on the nublic road

pp−Business Manager Environmental Assets ..............
WU.Lcx*t' McAp.i_'.'i..e

............... Date.... 2 4 Jc.L iq
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

INTERNAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Head of Planning and Development
Fleming House
Tryst Road
Cum bernauld

FAO: Stewart MacCallum

FROM: Andrew McPherson
Head of Protective Services
Area Office
453 Main Street
Coatbridge
ML5 3RS

Ask for: Mark Ford Ext 01698 274265

Your Ref:

My Ref:

Copied to:

1 9/00320/PPP

FLARE 535734

Date: 29th April 2019

Subject: Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre
and Construction of Single Storey
Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre High
Fenced Dog Run Area and formation
of Ancillary Car Parking Had Standing
Area
Site Opposite, Dunsyton Cottage,
Edinburgh Road, Newhouse,
Motherwell, North Lanarkshire, MLI
5SU

I refer to your consultation in relation to the above application and have the following comments to
make:

Contaminated Land

Historical data has shown the presence of potentially contaminated land near to this site, namely,
former mining land, unknown filled ground and former railway land.

Therefore, to ensure potential risks arising from previous land uses around the site have been fully
assessed, before the development starts, a comprehensive site investigation requires to be
submitted to the satisfaction of the Local Authority. The investigation must be carried out in
accordance with the British Standard Code of Practice BS 10175: 2011 "The Investigation of
Potentially Contaminated Sites". The report must include a site specific risk assessment of all
relevant pollution linkages, be carried out in accordance with the Environment Agency publication,
Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination CLRI 1, and be submitted in both
hard copy and electronic format. Depending on the results of this investigation a detailed
remediation strategy may be required. Any remediation work required must be completed and
verification provided by the developer to the satisfaction of the Local Authorities before
development begins.

I trust that this information is satisfactory at this time.

Kenneth Wilson, Executive Director, Environmental Services, Civic Centre, Windmillhill Street, Motherwell ML 1 lAB

per

L c *•e Printed on
INVESTOR IN PEOPLE recycled paper
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Mark Ford
Environmental Health Officer
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Scottish
Water
T , u . d to w w Sot.d

23 April 2019

North Lanarkshire Council
Fleming House 2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67 1JW

Development Operations
The Bridge

Buchanan Gate Business Park
Cumbernauld Road

tap.
Glasgow
G336F8

Development Operstuons
Er&ejbone Ncber− 0800 3890379

E−Mail − DevelopmentOperationslscottishwater.co.uk
www.scotttshwater.co.uk

Dear Local Planner

MLI Motherwell Edinburgh Road Opposite Dunsyston
PLANNING APPLICATION NUMBER: I 91003051FUL
OUR REFERENCE: 776143
PROPOSAL: Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated

Single Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre High Fenced Dog Run Area and
formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area

Please quote our reference in all future correspondence

Scottish Water has no objection to this planning application; however, the applicant should
be aware that this does not confirm that the proposed development can currently be serviced
and would advise the following:

Water

There is currently sufficient capacity in the DAER Water Treatment Works. However,
please note that further investigations may be required to be carried out once a
formal application has been submitted to us.

Foul

• Unfortunately, according to our records there is no public Scottish Water, Waste
Water infrastructure within the vicinity of this proposed development therefore we
would advise applicant to investigate private treatment options.

The applicant should be aware that we are unable to reserve capacity at our water
and/or waste water treatment works for their proposed development. Once a formal
connection application is submitted to Scottish Water after full planning permission
has been granted, we will review the availability of capacity at that time and advise the
applicant accordingly.

Infrastructure within boundary

According to our records, the development proposals impact on existing Scottish Water
assets.
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The applicant must identify any potential conflicts with Scottish Water assets and contact our
Asset Impact Team directly at service.relocationäscottishwater.co.uk.

The applicant should be aware that any conflict with assets identified may be subject to
restrictions on proximity of construction.

Scottish Water Disclaimer

"It is smgortant to note that the information on any such plan provided on Scottish Water's infrastructure, is for
indicative purposes only and its accuracy cannot be relied upon. When the exact location and the nature o f the
infrastructure on the elan is a material requirement then you should undertake an anoropriate site investigation to
confirm its actual position in the ground and to determine if it is suitable for its intended purpose. By using the
plan you agree that Scottish Water will not be liable for any loss, damage or costs caused by relying upon it or
from carrying out any such site investigation."

Surface Water

For reasons of sustainability and to protect our customers from potential future sewer
flooding, Scottish Water will not accept any surface water connections into our combined
sewer system.

There may be limited exceptional circumstances where we would allow such a connection
for brownfield sites only, however this will require significant justification taking account of
various factors including legal, physical, and technical challenges. However it may still be
deemed that a combined connection will not be accepted. Greenfield sites will not be
considered and a connection to the combined network will be refused.

In order to avoid costs and delays where a surface water discharge to our combined sewer
system is proposed, the developer should contact Scottish Water at the earliest opportunity
with strong evidence to support the intended drainage plan prior to making a connection
request. We will assess this evidence in a robust manner and provide a decision that reflects
the best option from environmental and customer perspectives.

General notes:
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• Scottish Water asset plans can be obtained from our appointed asset plan
providers:

Site Investigation Services (UK) Ltd
Tel: 0333 123 1223
Email: sw@sisplan.co.uk
www.sisplan.co.uk

Scottish Water's current minimum level of service for water pressure is 1.0 bar or
1 Om head at the customer's boundary internal outlet. Any property which cannot be
adequately serviced from the available pressure may require private pumping
arrangements to be installed, subject to compliance with Water Byelaws. If the
developer wishes to enquire about Scottish Water's procedure for checking the water
pressure in the area then they should write to the Customer Connections department
at the above address.

• If the connection to the public sewer and/or water main requires to be laid through
land out−with public ownership, the developer must provide evidence of formal
approval from the affected landowner(s) by way of a deed of servitude.

• Scottish Water may only vest new water or waste water infrastructure which is to be
laid through land out with public ownership where a Deed of Servitude has been
obtained in our favour by the developer.

• The developer should also be aware that Scottish Water requires land title to the area
of land where a pumping station and/or SUDS proposed to vest in Scottish Water is
constructed.

• Please find all of our application forms on our website at the following link
https:!/www.scottishwater.co.uklbusiness/connectionslconnecting−your−property/new−development−process−and−applications−forms

Next Steps:

Single Property/Less than 10 dwellings

For developments of less than 10 domestic dwellings (or non−domestic equivalent)
we will require a formal technical application to be submitted directly to Scottish
Water or via the chosen Licensed Provider if non domestic, once full planning
permission has been granted. Please note in some instances we will require aPre−Development

Enquiry Form to be submitted (for example rural location which are
deemed to have a significant impact on our infrastructure) however we will make you
aware of this if required.

• 10 or more domestic dwellings:

For developments of 10 or more domestic dwellings (or non−domestic equivalent) we
require a Pre−Development Enquiry (PDE) Form to be submitted directly to Scottish
Water prior to any formal Technical Application being submitted. This will allow us to
fully appraise the proposals.
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Where it is confirmed through the PDE process that mitigation works are necessary
to support a development, the cost of these works is to be met by the developer,
which Scottish Water can contribute towards through Reasonable Cost Contribution
regulations.

Non Domestic/Commercial Property:
ince the introduction of the Water Services (Scotland) Act 2005 in April 2008 the

water industry in Scotland has opened up to market competition for non−domestic
ustomers. All Non−domestic Household customers now require a Licensed Provider,

to act on their behalf for new water and waste water connections. Further details can i
e obtained at.scotIandontap.gov.uk

Trade Effluent Discharge from Non Dom Property:
Certain discharges from non−domestic premises may constitute a trade effluent in
terms of the Sewerage (Scotland) Act 1968. Trade effluent arises from activities
including; manufacturing, production and engineering; vehicle, plant and equipment
washing, waste and leachate management. It covers both large and small premises,
including activities such as car washing and launderettes. Activities not covered
include hotels, caravan sites or restaurants.
If you are in any doubt as to whether or not the discharge from your premises is likely
to be considered to be trade effluent, please contact us on 0800 778 0778 or email
TEQ@scottishwater.co.uk using the subject "Is this Trade Effluent?'. Discharges
that are deemed to be trade effluent need to apply separately for permission to
discharge to the sewerage system. The forms and application guidance notes can
be found using the following linkhttps://www.scottishwater.co.uk/business/our−services/compliance/trade−effluentltrade−effluent−documents/trade−effluent−notice−form−h

Trade effluent must never be discharged into surface water drainage systems as
these are solely for draining rainfall run off.
For food services establishments, Scottish Water recommends a suitably sized
grease trap is fitted within the food preparation areas so the development complies
with Standard 3.7 a) of the Building Standards Technical Handbook and for best
management and housekeeping practices to be followed which prevent food waste,
fat oil and grease from being disposed into sinks and drains.
The Waste (Scotland) Regulations which require all non−rural food businesses,
producing more than 50kg of food waste per week, to segregate that waste for
separate collection. The regulations also ban the use of food waste disposal units
that dispose of food waste to the public sewer. Further information can be found at
www.resourceefficientscotiand.com

If the applicant requires any further assistance or information, please contact our
Development Operations Central Support Team on 0800 389 0379 or at
planningconsultations(scottishwater.co.uk.

Yours sincerely

Pamela Strachan
Planning Consultations Administrator
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19/00305/FUL
Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre 
High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse
Location Plan, Existing and Proposed Site Plan

AGENDA ITEM 2F
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19/00305/FUL
Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre 
High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse
Aerial Image
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19/00305/FUL
Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre 
High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse
Elevations and Sections
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19/00305/FUL
Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre 
High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse
Technical Details and Specification
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19/00305/FUL
Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre 
High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse
Assorted Site Details
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19/00305/FUL
Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre 
High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse
Assorted Site Details
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19/00305/FUL
Use of Land as Dog Daycare Centre and Construction of Associated Single Storey Office/Retail Building, 1.8 Metre 
High Fenced Dog Run Area and formation of Ancillary Car Parking Hard Standing Area
Site Opposite Dunsyston Cottage, Edinburgh Road, Newhouse
Floor Plan
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AGENDA ITEM 2G
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Local Review Body Procedure 
 

Stage 1 
 

 View slides of application site 

 Agree that there is sufficient information to determine the application 

 
 
Stage 2 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines the application 

 Agree the Policy position – does the proposal accord with Council policy 

 
 
Stage 3 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines other material considerations 

 Do any of the material considerations outweigh the policy position 
 
 
Stage 4 
 

 Decision and reasoned justification 
 

AGENDA ITEM 3A
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Our Ref: 18/00488/FUL
Your Ref:
Contact Mr Cohn Bradley
Tel: 01236632500
E−mail: esplanningnorthlan.gov.uk
Date: 21st August 2019

Mr and Mrs D McKee

d o Gray Planning & Development Ltd

Ridgeway House

10A Ridge Way

Dunfermline

KY11 9JN

Dear Sir/Madam,

NORTH
LANARKSHIRE

COUNCIL

Enterprise And Communities
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
367 1 J
esp Ia nn ing north Ia gov Uk

Determination of Application
Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping
Greenfield, 701 Mollinsburn Road, Annathill, North Lanarkshire, ML6 OPN,
I refer to your application for Planning Permission relative to the above proposal, which was
registered on 4th April 2018. I write to advise you that this application was refused on 21st
August 2019.

I enclose a copy of the Decision Notice.

We appreciate and value customer feedback to help us understand what we do well and where
we need to improve. This allows us to tailor our service to better meet your needs.

Please take a few minutes to complete our customer survey at
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/NLCdevelopmentmanagement. If you submitted on paper a
survey form and prepaid envelope are enclosed.

Yours faithfully,

/

Lorna Bowden
Planning and Place Manager

113M disab
fi

itity
INVESTORS Accredited[ c o n d j t k j

LEADER IN PEOPLE I 0r.T2)2

UVE
LEARN
WORK

INVEST
visrr

AGENDA ITEM 3B
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NORTH
LANARKSHIRE

COUNCIL

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
as amended by the

Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)

(Scotland) Regulations 2013

No: 1 8/00488/FUL
Date: 21st August 2019
To: Mr and Mrs D McKee

d o Gray Planning & Development Ltd
Ridgeway House
10A Ridge Way
Dunfermline
KY11 9JN

With reference to your application dated 29th March 2018 for planning permission under
the above Acts and Regulations for the following development:

Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping
Greenfield, 701 Mollinsburn Road, Annathill, North Lanarkshire, ML6 OPN,

North Lanarkshire Council, in exercise of its powers under the above Acts and
Regulations, hereby REFUSES planning permission for the reasons indicated in the
paper apart.

The Council's reasoning for arriving at the above decision is asfollows:−Reasoned

Justification
The proposed development is considered contrary to the Green Belt policy of the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan as the application has failed to justify the proposals in terms with it
being associated with an acceptable green belt use or special circumstances that warrant
approval of the application in this instance. The business has retracted and there are
already two houses on site that provide security for the business and any improvements
to the visual amenity of the area are offset by the introduction of a new large house on the
site

Lorna Bowden
Planning and Place Manager
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Reasons

The proposed development is considered contrary to policy NBE 3A Green Belt
of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan, NLC Supplementary Planning Guidance
SPG 07− Green Belt and Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) as the proposed
dwelling is not required for any appropriate rural use and the applicant has not
demonstrated any special circumstances that require the construction of third
dwelling at this green belt location. The proposed development if approved
would therefore set an undesirable precedent for other similar proposals
contrary to the development plan.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

PLEASE READ THESE NOTES CAREFULLY, THEY DO NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE, AND ARE NOT

INTENDED TO BE A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO LAWS WHICH MAY APPLY TO THE DEVELOPMENT WHICH

YOU PROPOSE TO CARRY OUT. IF YOU WISH TO OBTAIN ADVICE ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ENTITLED TO

RELY, YOU MUST CONSULT A SOLICITOR OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVISER, e.g. AN

ARCHITECT OR CHARTERED SURVEYOR.

(1) A copy of the plan which accompanied your application is returned docketed appropriately.

(2) If the applicant is aggrieved by this decision taken under delegated powers by the Planning Authority he
may request that a review of the decision is undertaken by the Councils Local Review Body. A request for
a review (Notice of Review) should be submitted to North Lanarkshire Councils Corporate Services Section
in accordance with the Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006 within three months of this decision.

The Local Review Body may uphold the original decision or may reverse or vary any part of it and may deal
with the application as if it had been made to them in the first instance. This is regardless of the specific
issues raised in the Notice of Review..

NOTE: A request for a review should be addressed to North Lanarkshire Council's Corporate Services
Section, Civic Centre, Windmillhill Street, Motherwell MI−1 lAB. The appropriate Notice of Review
form is available online at wwweplanningscotland.govuk

(3) If permission to develop land is refused and the owner of the land claims that the land has become
incapable of reasonably beneficial use in its existing state and cannot be rendered capable of reasonably
beneficial use by the carrying out of any development which has been or would be permitted, he may serve
on the Planning Authority a purchase notice of his interest in the land in accordance with the provisions of
Sections 88 to 94 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997.

(4) Where it appears to the Planning Authority that there has been a breach of planning control, they may serve
enforcement and stop notices requiring the breach to be remedied.
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North
Lanarlçchire

Coundi

Fleming House 2 Tryst Road Cumbemauld G67 I JW Tel: 01236 632500 Fax: 01698 302115 Email: esdm©northlan.gov.uk

Applications cannot be validated until all the necessary documentation has been submitted and the required fee has been paid.

Thank you for completing this application form:

ONLINE REFERENCE 100086599−003

The online reference is the unique reference for your online form only. The Planning Authority will allocate an Application Number when
your form is validated. Please quote this reference if you need to contact the planning Authority about this application.

Applicant or Agent Details
Are you an applicant or an agent? * (An agent is an architect, consultant or someone else acting

on behalf of the applicant in connection with this application) L I I Applicant IlAgent

Agent Details
Please enter Agent details

Gray Planning & Development LtdCompany/Organisation: ( I
Ref. Number: You must enter a Building Name or Number, or both: *

Neil I AYE House I
First Name: * Building Name: I

Last Name: Gray Building Number:

I
07514278498

Address 1
I Admiralty Park ITelephone Number: * (Street): *

Extension Number:
j

Address 2: Rosyth

Mobile Number: Town/City:DunfermlineFax

Number: Country: UK

Postcode: * KY11 2W'J I

Email Address: * neilgraypIanning.co.uk

Is the applicant an individual or an organisation/corporate entity? *

Individual L ] Organisation/corporate entity

Page 1 of 5
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Applicant Details
Please enter Applicant details

Title: I J You must enter a Building Name or Number, or both: *

Other Title: B u i l d i n g Name:
Lt3re1ld

First Name:

Last Name: *

and Mrs 0 Building Number:

Address 1McKee (Street): Greenfield

Mollinsbum Road

Glenmavis

Scotland

ML6 OPN

Company/Organisation
)

Address 2

Telephone Number:

Extension Number:

Mobile Number:

Fax Number:

Email Address:

I I Town/City: *

Country: *

07514278496 I
Postcode: *

Ineil©grayplanning.co.uk I
Site Address Details
Planning Authority:

I
North Lanarkshire Council

Full postal address of the site (including postcode where available):

Address 1:

Address 2:

Address 3:

Address 4:

GREENFIELD

701 MOLLINSBURN ROAD

IANNATHILL

Address 5:

Town/City/Settlement:
I AIRDRIE

Post Code: MI−6 OPN

Please identify/describe the location of the site or sites

668927 274261
I

Northing E a s t i n g Page
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Description of Proposal
Please provide a description of your proposal to which your review relates. The description should be the same as given in the
application form, or as amended with the agreement of the planning authority: *
(Max 500 characters)

REMOVAL OF SURPLUS OUT−BUILDING AND CHANGE OF USE OF SURPLUS VACANT BROWNFIELD BUSINESS LAND
FOR ERECTION OF A SINGLE DWELLING HOUSE, UPGRADED ACCESS AND LANDSCAPING

Type of Application
What type of application did you submit to the planning authority?

Application for planning permission (including householder application but excluding application to work minerals).

El Application for planning permission in principle.

1111] Further application.

El] Application for approval of matters specified in conditions.

What does your review relate to? *

Refusal Notice.

LII Grant of permission with Conditions imposed.

El No decision reached within the prescribed period (two months after validation date or any agreed extension) − deemed refusal.

Statement of reasons for seeking review
You must state in full, why you are a seeking a review of the planning authority's decision (or failure to make a decision). Your statement
must set out all matters you consider require to be taken into account in determining your review. If necessary this can be provided as a
separate document in the 'Supporting Documents' section: (Max 500 characters)

Note: you are unlikely to have a further opportunity to add to your statement of appeal at a later date, so it is essential that you produce
all of the information you want the decision−maker to take into account.

You should not however raise any new matter which was not before the planning authority at the time it decided your application (or at
the time expiry of the period of determination), unless you can demonstrate that the new matter could not have been raised before that
time or that it not being raised before that time is a consequence of exceptional circumstances.

Please refer to enclosed Grounds for Review Statement

Have you raised any matters which were not before the appointed officer at the time the E l
Yes

Z No
Determination on your application was made?

If yes, you should explain in the box below, why you are raising the new matter, why it was not raised with the appointed officer before
your application was determined and why you consider it should be considered in your review: * (Max 500 characters)

Page 3 of 5
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Please provide a list of all supporting documents, materials and evidence which you wish to submit with your notice of review and intend
to rely on in support of your review. You can attach these documents electronically later in the process: (Max 500 characters)

Original planning application forms, drawings, design statement, planning statement, evidence of haulage business Precedent

cases − planning permissions, photos of as built examples locally Correspondence with case officer during determination of
application

Application Details
Please provide details of the application and decision.

What is the application reference number? 18/00488/FUL I

What date was the application submitted to the planning authority? * 28/03/2018
I

What date was the decision issued by the planning authority? * 21/08/2019

Review Procedure
The Local Review Body will decide on the procedure to be used to determine your review and may at any time during the review
process require that further information or representations be made to enable them to determine the review. Further information may be
required by one or a combination of procedures, such as: written submissions; the holding of one or more hearing sessions and/or
inspecting the land which is the subject of the review case.

Can this review continue to a conclusion, in your opinion, based on a review of the relevant information provided by yourself and other
parties only, without any further procedures? For example, written submission, hearing session, site inspection. *

LII Yes
0 No

Please indicate what procedure (or combination of procedures) you think is most appropriate for the handling of your review. You may
select more than one option if you wish the review to be a combination of procedures.

Please select a further procedure *

By means of inspection of the land to which the review relates

Please explain in detail in your own words why this further procedure is required and the matters set out in your statement of appeal it
will deal with? (Max 500 characters)

Visual inspection f the appeal site is necessary to confirm it is brownfield, and not greenfield. The proposal site is a haulage yard,
not an undeveloped piece of land. Site visit will also enable the Local Review Body to view precedent new build dwellings in the
local vicinity, which are much larger and more visible than the appeal proposal

In the event that the Local Review Body appointed to consider your application decides to inspect the site, in your opinion:

Can the site be clearly seen from a road or public land? * Yes 0 No

Is it possible for the site to be accessed safely and without barriers to entry? * LI Yes
L I No

If there are reasons why you think the local Review Body would be unable to undertake an unaccompanied site inspection, please
explain here. (Max 500 characters)

The site is located in private property, to the rear of existing residential dwelling. The site accommodates operational haulage
vehicles. There may be health and safety issues therefore (security, operational vehicle movements) were a site visit not to be
accompanied by the appellants.
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Checklist − Application for Notice of Review
Please complete the following checklist to make sure you have provided all the necessary information in support of your appeal. Failure
to submit all this information may result in your appeal being deemed invalid.

Have you provided the name and address of the applicant?. *

Have you provided the date and reference number of the application which is the subject of this
review?

If you are the agent, acting on behalf of the applicant, have you provided details of your name
and address and indicated whether any notice or correspondence required in connection with the
review should be sent to you or the applicant? *

Have you provided a statement setting out your reasons for requiring a review and by what
procedure (or combination of procedures) you wish the review to be conducted? *

Yes E l No

El Yes
L I No

I ] Yes
L i

No
L i N/A

El Yes
E l No

Note: You must state, in full, why you are seeking a review on your application. Your statement must set out all matters you consider
require to be taken into account in determining your review. You may not have a further opportunity to add to your statement of review
at a later date. It is therefore essential that you submit with your notice of review, all necessary information and evidence that you rely
on and wish the Local Review Body to consider as part of your review.

Please attach a copy of all documents, material and evidence which you intend to rely on
E J

Yes
L I I No

(e.g. plans and Drawings) which are now the subject of this review

Note: Where the review relates to a further application e.g. renewal of planning permission or modification, variation or removal of a
planning condition or where it relates to an application for approval of matters specified in conditions, it is advisable to provide the
application reference number, approved plans and decision notice (if any) from the earlier consent.

Declare − Notice of Review
I/We the applicantlagent certify that this is an application for review on the grounds stated.

Declaration Name:

Declaration Date:

Mr Neil Gray

21/10/2019
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The following documents are referred to in this Grounds for Review Statement.

All such documents have been electronically uploaded to the ePlanning.Scot online portal.

Document 01 − Decision Notice dated 21.08.19

Document 02— Report of Handling of Planning Application

Document 03 − Design and Access Statement

Document 04 − Photographs of precedent cases of large dwellings in immediate vicinity

Document 05 − Planning Statement submitted with planning application

Document 06 − Business Turnover Figures I Scale of Haulage record (Within Planning Statement

Document 05)

Document 07— Email correspondence with Kevin Divin (Case Officer) April−November 2018 before his

departure
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I INTRODUCTION

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND REASON FOR REFUSAL

1.1 These are Grounds for Review of a decision to refuse full planning permission to erect a single
dwelling house on brownfleld land, which is residual to an existing road haulage business
which has been established at the site for nearly 20 years.

1.2 The address of the proposal is land 50m north of Greenfield, Mollinsburn Road, Glenmavis.
This is the home address of the appellants Mr and Mrs 0 McKee. Mr McKee has recently
retired from running the family haulage business, which has been established at Greenfield for

over 20 years. The business plan is for Mr Mckee's son who has assumed directorship of the
haulage business, to re−locate to Greenfield (the existing dwelling) from elsewhere in North
Lanarkshire. This would bring him closer on−site to the business operation. It would allow the
appellants to re−locate into the proposed new dwelling. This approach would maintain a close
family unit, allow the haulage business to be continued within the family management and
would accommodate Mr McKee junior's family in the large existing house, whilst the new
house would accommodate the appellants.

1.3 The Review request is submitted under Section 43A of the Town and Country Planning
(Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended 2006). The Notice of Review has been lodged within the
prescribed three−month period from the refusal of planning permission dated 21 August 2019
(Document 01).

1.4 By Delegated Powers, the Planning and Place Manager of North Lanarkshire Council reached
her decision to refuse the application, as written and recommended by a Planning Officer in
the Report of Handling (Document 02). The single reason for refusal is per the Decision
Notice (Document 01), which states:

The proposed development is considered contrary to the Green Belt policy of the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan as the application has failed to justify the proposals in terms with it
being associated with an acceptable green belt use or special circumstances that warrant
approval o f the application in this instance. The business has retracted and there are
already two houses on site that provide security for the business and any improvements to
the visual amenity of the area are offset by the introduction of a new large house on the site.

PROPOSED PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED IN DECIDING THE REVIEW

1.5 We recommend the procedure to be followed by Local Review Body in deciding the case is by
a combination of a site visit (accompanied) and written representations.

1.6 Visual inspection of the appeal site is necessary to confirm it is brownfield land, and not
greenfield land. The proposal site is part of a haulage yard established over 20 years ago, not
an undeveloped piece of land.

1.7 A site visit will also enable the Local Review Body to view precedent new build dwellings in the
local vicinity. They are evidently much larger and more visible than the proposal. These are
best seen on a site visit. Although photographic evidence is submitted with this Review.

AT 2
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HANDLING OF THE PLANNING APPLICATION

1.8 The appellants are concerned that the Planning Authority failed to properly understand the
proposal in terms of the brownfield nature of the land, the characteristics of the family haulage
business, the plans for succession and relocation of the appellant's son and his family to the
property. For example in the Report of Handling, (document 02) there is misunderstanding as
to whom the proposed new dwelling would be for. It would be for the appellants − Mr and Mrs
McKee who are retired from the haulage business. They would however wish to retire to a new
home, remain on the family property and live close to their son and his family. The Report of
Handling also confuses about the succession of the business. The intention is for the
appellants' son Mr McKee and his family to relocate into the existing family home, Greenfield.
From there, the haulage business would continue to be run, as it has for over 20 years.

1.9 The planning application was submitted on 23d March 2018. It took the Planning Authority
until 21 August 2019 to reach a decision on a local development which was decided at officer
level. During the 17 months of determination, of what should have been 2 months by statute,
there had been a change of planning officer − but the applicants had not been informed of this,
nor had their agent been advised. This added to uncertainty and confusion during the handling
of the planning application as the above misunderstandings illustrate. Document 07 provides
a full email−chain of the correspondence with the planning officer during the period 17th April
2018 (time of submission and validation of application), through to 22nd November 2018 (time
of officer requested alteration to the scale and position of the dwelling). This evidence is
contrary to the comments stated in the Report of Handling, which suggested the applicant
declined to work with the planning authority to remedy the concerns of the planning officer
about the scale of the dwelling. The appellant rather did agree to investigate the option to
reduce the scale of dwelling, but this was not followed−through by the officer as at November
2018, the communication fell silent.

1.10 During the 17 months of determination, it is noted there were no objections from any local
residents, nor from any statutory consultees. This fact is not reported in the Report of Handling
of the planning application (Document 02).
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2 THE APPEAL SITE AND PROPOSALS

2.1 Full details of the planning application site, detailed site layout, technical land use
considerations are contained in the planning application, supported by the Design & Access
Statement (Document 03) which are all submitted with this Review. Full justifications for the
haulage business, the family succession, the need for the dwelling as ancillary to along−standing

business at this location and evidence of the scale of business is all found in the
Planning Statement (Document 05) submitted with the planning application. This includes
HGV licences, evidence of the turnover of the business and evidence that this site is a haulage
yard for over 20 years.

2.2 Rather than repeat these descriptions, the appellant lists below key characteristics of the
appeal site with reference to the submitted planning application documents:

• The proposal site is part of an existing long−standing haulage business. The land is thus
previously developed and is brownfield. This will be evident from a site visit. (See
Document 05 Paras 1.4 to 1.7).

• The proposal site does lie adjacent to Greenfield, an existing family home in the appellants
ownership, and further beyond a small annex fiat also in the family ownership. This is fully
explained in the Planning Statement (Document 05, Para 2.2).

• The proposal site is well−contained in terms of its positioning to the rear of these existing
residential properties, and has a mature woodland backdrop whereby the visibility of any
building surrounding the site is virtually nil. This will be clearly viewed from a site visit. This
is also in contrast to the very visible large dwellings in open countryside appearing around
the locality, for which the Planning Authority granted permission. (See Document 04).

• The access to the proposal site would be shared with the main access, then take an
upgraded spur to the proposal site itself. No greenfield land will be required to form this
development.

• The dwelling design, of 1− and three−quarter storey (4/5 bedroom), has not been criticised
by the Planning Authority. The Report of Handling actually states, "The design is of high
quality and i f the principle o f the house were to be considered acceptable conditions could
ensure that the property was built using appropriate materials to its green belt setting".
(Document 02).

• The evidence that this is a long−standing haulage business is found in the Planning
Statement (Document 05) at APPENDIX I − HGV Licence to 2014, APPENDIX 2 − HGV
Licence to 2020, APPENDIX 3a and 3b— Certificates of Incorporation of a Company a)
(DMK Logistics 2005) and b) ((DMK Logistics (Scotland) Ltd 2013).
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3 GROUNDS FOR REVIEW

3.1 Section 1 outlined the Planning Authority's one reason for refusal. It states; "The proposed
development is considered contrary to the Green Belt policy o f the North Lanarkshire Local
Plan as the application has failed to justify the proposals in terms with it being associated with

an acceptable green belt use or special circumstances that warrant approval of the application
in this instance. The business has retracted and there are already two houses on site that
provide security for the business and any improvements to the visual amenity o f the area are
offset by the introduction o f a new large house on the site."

3.2

3.3

The appellant contends the reason can be set aside, and planning permission should be
granted for the proposed development, subject to the imposition of relevant, enforceable
planning conditions.

This section expands on each the single reason for refusal drawing on the material submitted
to the appeal. It will argue the following:

2.

3.

The dwelling is an acceptable associated green belt use, as it is required to accommodate
the appellants who are retired from the haulage business, and facilitates relocation of the

son who will manage the existing haulage business from the existing home. i.e. The
proposal supports an existing established business at this location. See Document05—Paragraph

2.7)
There are special circumstances that warrant approval of the application. The site is
brownfield, and not greenfield. The haulage business continues to operate and requires the

company manager to be on site to effectively manage the long standing existing business.
The business has only temporarily retracted − owing to the retiral of Mr McKee and the
hand over to his son in 2014. Turnover figures for the business were provided to the
Planning authority (See Document 06). The potential to grow the business lies in the
benefit of having the business managed from site. The only solution to that is the appeal
proposal as it will make business more efficient and will result in growth of the haulage. The
appellants have submitted evidence to show the scale of the business over the years. This
includes HGV licences, number of vehicles, and scale of turnover. This evidence was
ignored by the planning officer handling the application.

4. There are two houses on site already. However these are occupied within the family. The
new dwelling would provide a suitable purposeful new dwelling for the retired parents to
relocate into, freeing up the main family home for the son who is running the haulage
business.

5. There are visual and environmental improvements to the amenity of the area should the
proposed development be approved. A site visit will confirm this fact. The brownfleld land
will be re−purposed to a family dwelling, the existing access will be upgraded and generally
the business will be re−energised with the presence of the appellants son and his family on
site together.

6. This is not a new large house − there are several larger houses which provide precedent
across the immediate vicinity which in the appellant's view are no different in terms of scale,
setting and purpose yet have been approved. Photographic evidence illustrates this matter.
A site visit will confirm this fact.
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CONCLUSIONS

4.1 This Grounds for Review statement set out the appellants case, that the reasons for refusal

can be set aside, and planning permission should be granted. This is because:

e There have been no objections to the proposals from any residents, or statutory
organisations.

• The Officer's Report of Handling confirms the design of the new dwelling, is of high quality
and can be managed by planning condition to perform to high environmental standards and
quality of materials and finish.

• There are several examples across the immediate locality, which demonstrate large single
dwellings in countryside much more open and visible than the appeal site. This is shown
through the photographs submitted with this appeal and will be visible from a site visit.

• The proposed dwelling would be positioned on previously used land associated with the
existing haulage business. The land is thus brownfield and not green field.

• The improvement to the ground condition, upgrading of site access and generally building

on land that is not in open, visible countryside is considered a benefit and enhancement to
the North Lanarkshire countryside and should be supported.

• The existing haulage business has been in existence over 20 years at this location. The
Report of Handling suggests the business ought to have found an industrial estate location.
That is simply a wrong conclusion on the Planning Authority's view as the haulage business
would be classified as an established business that happens to sit in the countryside, which
pre−dates the development plan policy associated with green belt and so cannot be used by
the Planning Authority to reach such a conclusion. It is argued instead, the proposal is
ancillary to the long−established business and will help keep the long−established business
running through family succession.

4.2 The proposal is therefore not contrary to the Development Plan. It meets Local Plan Policy
NBE 3A (Assessing Development in the Green Belt). For the reasons given above.

4.3 The proposal is also supported by Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) which sets out that where
development can be justified where it meets an established need if no other suitable site is
available. The proposal meets the established haulage business need. In that it allows the
retired couple to relocate but remain on−site, and allows the new business director to relocate
from elsewhere in North Lanarkshire to the family site. No other suitable site is available as this
land is in the ownership and control of the appellant. No other suitable site is available to
accommodate a long−established haulage business that has operated at this location over 20
years.

4.4 The proposal meets Local Plan Policy DSP 4 which sets out that development will only be
permitted where high standards of site planning and sustainable design are achieved. This
policy sets out criteria and requirements in this respect which include; character and setting,
site appraisal and evaluation of design options, water body status protection, integration into
the local area, and safe access for cars. The proposed dwelling is located in the green belt but
on land which is previously used and associated with a long−established haulage business.
The proposal does avoid key corridors and wedges and does maintain a clearly defined

ÀY
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urban/rural boundary as the development is within the curtilage of the family property and not
in open countryside − this meets the character of Policy DSP 4.

4.5 The proposal therefore would not adversely affect the function and integrity of the Green Belt.
The proposal would instead help sustain a long−established haulage business. It would return
brownfield land into enhanced amenity space for a new home for the family. It would help
contain the family in one safe secure unit. The proposal would be an enhancement to the land
and would not be out of character with the several other examples of new dwellings in the
local vicinity.

4.6 It is respectfully requested therefore that the Local Review Body reconsider the proposals and
find favour with the arguments set out in this Review and grant planning permission.
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I INTRODUCTION

PLANNING STATEMENT PURPOSE

1.1 This Planning Statement has been prepared by Gray Planning & Development Ltd, on behalf
of the applicant Mr & Mrs 0 McKee. Mr & Mrs McKee own the property and the land
surrounding.

1.2 The purpose of this Planning Statement is to provide a clear description of the proposal being
submitted for the approval of North Lanarkshire Council; to set out the facts relating to
location; content of the proposals; planning history; record of pre−application discussions with
the Council's planning service, and an assessment of the relevant development plan policies
that are considered pertinent to the determination of the planning application; and any other
material considerations relevant to the application.

1.3 A detailed planning application has been submitted to North Lanarkshire Council for:

"Removal o f surplus out−building, change o f use o f surplus vacant brown field business land for
erection o f a single dwelling house on land 50m north of Greenfield, Moilinsburn Road,
Glenmavis."

SPECIFIC LOCATIONAL NEED

1.4 Greenfield is approximately 2Ha (5.5 acres) in extent, owned by Mr and Mrs D McKee. The
family has run and operated a vehicle haulage business (DMK Logistics (Scotland) Ltd) from
Greenfield since the 1990's. The Business has owned a heavy goods vehicle (HGV) operators'
licence, issued by the DVLA (Drivers and Vehicle Licensing Agency). This remains in effect at
Greenfield, until its expiry in 2020. The licence will be renewed at that time. It provides for the
storage and repair of up to 10 vehicles and 15 trailers at Greenfield as the licenced Operating
Centre (See Appendix 1). Since the 1990's the vehicles and trailers have been stored at
Greenfield.

1.5 Mr & Mrs 0 McKee have recently retired. They no longer manage the haulage business. Their

son has taken over the management, continuing to operate from Greenfield, on a day to day
basis. Their son and his family live elsewhere in Lanarkshire, so the son commutes to work.
Whilst the HGV licence permits for up to 10 vehicles and 15 trailers to be stored at Greenfield,
the actual number has declined in real terms since 2014, when the rolling−stock was not
replaced, and the scale of the business decreased − part due to the retirement of the owner,
part due to declining demand. There are now only 4 HGVs on rolling−stock. The result is an
opportunity to remove a surplus out−building previously associated with the haulage business,
and re−use vacant brownfield business land (as it is now surplus to requirements of the
haulage business), meaning a smaller business operation at Greenfield.

1.6 The other effect of the change of management of the family business, passing from Mr McKee
senior, to Mr McKee Junior, means that it is now an essential requirement for the future
operation of the business, to have Mr McKee Junior (and his family) to live on the site to
provide the service, increase the level of security at the site and secure the future of the
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business. The plan is Mr McKee Junior (and his family) would assume occupation of
Greenfield House, as the licenced business address. Mr & Mrs McKee plan to remain at
Greenfield, as it is their family base at where they wish to retire. A new dwelling is therefore
proposed for Mr & Mrs 0 McKee to fulfil that requirement.

1.7 The new dwelling is proposed to be located on a plot comprising vacant surplus brownfield
business land (lying within the now surplus HGV truck and trailer storage yard) with removal of

a surplus out−building to further enhance amenity, lying about 50m north of Greenfield. The
plot measures circa 2900 sq m and will be accessed from an extension off the existing access
road to Greenfield. An out−building associated with the haulage business will be removed, not
within the red line boundary of this application.

1.8 The purpose of this planning application for the single dwelling is to set out the proposals in
detail, and to explain the rationale for its location, and demonstrate the need (as it is ancillary
but essential to the continued operation of the business).

1.9 Whilst it is accepted that each planning application must be considered on its own merits, we
consider the proposed single dwelling would not harm the landscape setting, or its green belt
location in terms of planning policies in place, nor would it affect residential amenity. It would
make more efficient sustainable use of land no longer required to sustain the haulage business
and allow the McKee family to remain at Greenfield and let the next generation of the family
lead the established haulage business.

AY
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2 BACKGROUND AND SITE DESCRIPTION

LAND BOUNDARY AND EXTENT

2.1 Greenfield sits on Mollinsburn Road, in green belt 3 miles to the north of Glenmavis, situated a
further 3 miles north of Airdrie. Greenfield comprises circa 5 acres of land currently
comprising Greenfield House (primary residence of the applicant), various out−buildings (for
storage of wood, HGV supplies and a kennel) along with a yard for the storage of licenced
HGV vehicles and trailers.

2.2 Vacant surplus business use land within the HGV yard, along with the removal of a surplus
out−building, is the subject of this application for a single dwelling house. The yard historically
handled up to 10 vehicles and 15 trailers under an HGV licence which expired in 2014 but has
been renewed to 2020 with a reduced stock capacity of 4 vehicles and 8 trailers. It will be
renewed again in 2020. The business has contracted since 2014, with the principal owner now
retired. The family wish to relocate their son (who assumed management of the business in
2014) along with his family, to Greenfield. As there is surplus brownfield business use land
available, this is the site proposed for the development of the single dwelling within which the
retired Mr and Mrs McKee would relocate to, thus keeping their residence at Greenfield,
facilitating the relocation of the new haulage business owner closer to site for management
and operational reasons, and re−using surplus vacant business use land for this purpose. An
out−building associated with the haulage business is no longer required, and will be removed
to improve residential amenity.

2.3 The backdrop to the haulage yard is a mature planted woodland providing screening to the
site on its north and north west boundary.
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Figure 1 −General Location
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2.4 The land boundary and extent needed to enable the siting of a single dwelling of about 360 sq
m floorspace is circa 0.29Ha (2,900 sq m) and shown in red, including land to the public
highway, which forms the planning application boundary. This provides all the land required to
undertake the proposed construction works including garden ground. As will be seen from
Figure 2, and Drawing 1711 PL−03 further land in the applicant's ownership is shown in blue.
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Figure 2−Planning Application Boundary

ACCESS

2.5 The site would be accessed via the existing main driveway to Greenfield House taken from
Mollinsburn Road. A new 4m wide section of access of approximately 50m length would be
constructed to reach the new site. This would run around the north and west of the existing
property avoiding conflict with existing access to established residential properties.
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PLANNING HISTORY

2.6 A search of North Lanarkshire Council's planning database indicates the following relevant
planning history:

Planning Description Status
Reference

95/05367/FUL ERECTION OF DOMESTIC LOCK−UP GARAGE Approved
TO DWELLINGHOUSE

96/05517/MIN UPFILLING OF LAND WITH INERT MATERIALS Refused
(IN RETROSPECT)

2.7 Whilst dating back more than 20 years, the application to upfill land with inert materials (in
retrospect) is relevant to the proposal site. This is because the land profile of the proposal site
had over the years since, been made up (consolidated) to provide a safe, bound surface for
the storage of heavy goods vehicles. This arrangement is evident from historical ordnance

survey mapping and aerial photography, as shown below which indicates the yard area was
previously much more extensively used, comparing to present, which is shown has now
contracted considerably.

2.8 It is also relevant to note historical mapping from 1964 below shows the property was laid out
much the same way as today, but under the name of Mainhirst Cottage. It comprised 3
properties (and not 2 of today). Mainhirst was demolished and cleared and in its place today
lies Greenfield House. This provides further evidence of the past arrangements and how an
additional property was previously located at Greenfield. This is a material consideration.
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PRE APPLICATION CONSULTATION

2.9 The agent requested a pre−application meeting to discuss the proposals, in December 2017,
but this was declined. North Lanarkshire Council no longer provide Local Developmentpre−application

advice. Instead the applicant was encouraged to review the policies and guidance
available at North Lanarkshire Council offices and online. The applicants have therefore
prepared this detailed Supporting Statement to convey the proposals and set out a detailed
justification for the new dwelling. A Design Statement also accompanies this document.
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3 THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

3.1 The gross development area comprises 0.29 hectares. Drawings 17111_PL03 & 17111_PL04
show Proposed Site Layout and Block Plans, illustrating the general layout of the proposed
development. It also shows other land in control of the applicant which is not proposed for
built development, labelled 'Former Haulage Yard' and would be continued in use as part of
the ongoing haulage business which is licenced to 2020 (See Appendix 2).

3.2 The applicant wishes to erect a new one−and−three−quarter storey single dwelling. As will be
explained in the Design Statement prepared by CD Architects, the building would be
positioned just north of the footprint of an existing out−building associated with the haulage
business (which will be removed to provide a suitable garden and amenity space required for
the dwelling. Previously used haulage yard land, which has now become surplus to the
business requirement, is also required to provide the best positioning and orientation of the
building, the required garden and amenity space and parking requirements in line with the
architect's design strategy and the Council's relevant planning policies. It is thus proposed to
remove and replace the out−building and the surplus yard land to create a new residential

space, with the required amenity. The new single dwelling would be accessed by the existing
Greenfield access at Mollinsburn Road, with a new 50m section of access formed as shown in
the layout plans.

3.3 The new dwelling would be one−and−three−quarter storeys in height with a combined gross
floorspace of 354 sq m over both levels. The ground floor (188 sq m) would comprise living
rooms, kitchen, dining and utility. The upper floor (166 sq m) would comprise four bedrooms
with en suite facilities. Further details are found in the Design Statement prepared by CD
Architects.

3.4 In terms of layout, the minimum front garden is 6m, rear garden is lOm, with a minimum rear
garden area of 100 sq m for a plot of this size. The garden area takes up at least 70% of the
site. These comply with North Lanarkshire Council's garden ground standards. As a detached
dwelling, the plans allow for a minimum 5m side garden.

3.5 Further detail of the Design and siting considerations is found in the Design Statement
prepared by CD Architects.

GRAY PLANNING
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Figure 3— Site Layout Arrangements
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DWELLING HOUSE PROPOSAL

3.6 The proposals for the dwelling building incorporates traditional materials which are
sympathetic to the rural setting and existing dwellings within the local area. Full details are
found in the Design Statement, and as described on the submitted detailed drawings
elevations and sections 17111_PL07 and 17111_PL08 and 17111_PL09. In summary these

are:

• Four bedrooms first floor

• Living rooms ground floor

• External blockwork basecourse in dark grey, finished feature entrance and lintels

• Smooth render in white

• Redland Landmark slate brecon grey roof tiling

• Aluminium cope flashings

• UPVC double glazing windows and doors, dark grey
• Feature aluminium door and side panels dark grey
• Velux windows in first floor

• Curtain Wall glazing to rear elevation dark grey
• Aluminium double glazed bi fold doors on rear elevation finished dark grey
• Weatherboard cladding in dark grey on rear elevation feature.

GRAY PLANNING
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3.7 The amenity space required for garden will be laid out according to the Council's garden

space requirements, as will parking for three spaces, all as shown in the submitted drawings
and block plans.

PHASED DEVELOPMENT

3.8 Figure 3 (shown earlier) illustrtes the proposed development components, their arrangements,
layout and extent. The bullets below provide an indication of steps envisaged, which will form
the phasing arrangements for the proposed development. Full details are found in Drawing
1711 1_PL04. These include:

• Create new extended road access from Greenfield to new dwelling plot, (circa 50m)
specification to be 4m wide, new hedging with timber post and wire fence.

• Removal of the out−building and clear footprint for amenity space required for new dwelling

• Levelling and formation of the footprint on surplus vacant land to form building plot,
including defined garden boundary and extents.

• Connection of new building plot to public water and sewerage systems.
• Erection of new one−and−three−quarter storey single dwelling house.

10
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−

• Provision of 3−space car parking within curtilage as per North Lanarkshire Council
requirements.

3.9 The phasing is proposed to be in the broad order as bulleted above. The applicant is happy to
discuss any means of ensuring or enforcing this sequenced order through appropriately
worded planning condition(s) if necessary.

3.10 The business plan (as justification for the locational need for this proposal) is found in Section
4. The business plan is for the haulage business to continue licenced and operational haulage
business from Greenfield, under the management of the applicant's son Mr McKee Junior. To
facilitate this, Mr McKee Junior and his family will relocate to Greenfield House, with the
applicants decanting into the proposed new single dwelling house. This arrangement enables
the family business to continue operating from the licenced premises, re−uses surplus
previously used brownfield land, and enables the applicants to remain at Greenfield with their
family, which is their wish in retirement.
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4 BUSINESS PLAN

SPECIFIC LOCATIONAL NEED

4.1 Greenfield is approximately 2Ha (5.5 acres) in extent, owned by Mr and Mrs 0 McKee. The
family has run and operated a vehicle haulage business (DMK Logistics (Scotland) Ltd) from
Greenfield since the 1990's. The Business has owned a heavy goods vehicle (HGV) operators'
licence, issued by the DVLA (Drivers and Vehicle Licensing Agency). This remains in effect at
Greenfield, until its expiry in 2020. It will be renewed. Until 2014 the licence provided for the
storage and repair of up to 10 vehicles and 15 trailers at Greenfield as the licenced Operating
Centre (See Appendix 1). Since the 1990's these vehicles and trailers have been stored at
Greenfield, within part of the land proposed for a new single dwelling.

4.2 Mr & Mrs 0 McKee have recently retired. They no longer manage the haulage business. Their

son has taken over the management, continuing to operate from Greenfield, on a day to day
basis. However their son (with his family) lives elsewhere in Lanarkshire, and he commutes to
work. Whilst the HGV licence had permitted for up to 10 vehicles and 15 trailers to be stored
at Greenfield, the actual number has declined in real terms since 2014, when the rolling−stock
was not replaced. The scale of business decreased and instead a new HGV Licence was
issued granting storage of 4 vehicles and 8 trailers to 2020. These issues are part due to the
retirement of the owner, part due to declining demand. With a reduced scale of operation of
the established haulage business, the result is an opportunity to remove the out−building
associated with the business as it is no longer required. Vacant brownfield land (also surplus
to requirements of the haulage business), can be re−used for the proposed dwelling, meaning
a smaller but more sustainable business operation is proposed to remain at Greenfield
managed by the son, from the site itself.

4.3 The other effect of the change of management of the family business, passing from Mr McKee
senior, to Mr McKee Junior, means that it is now an essential requirement for the future
operation and management of the business, to have Mr McKee Junior (and his family) live at
the site to provide the service, increase the level of security at the site and secure the future of
the business. The plan is Mr McKee Junior (and his family) would assume occupation of
Greenfield House, as the licenced business address. Mr & Mrs D McKee plan to remain at
Greenfield, as it is their family home where they wish to retire. A new dwelling is therefore
proposed for Mr & Mrs 0 McKee to fulfil this requirement.

4.4 The new dwelling is proposed to be located on a plot comprising vacant brownfield land within
the surplus HGV truck and trailer storage yard, along with formation of garden and amenity
space arising from removal of a surplus out−building, lying circa 50m north of Greenfield. The
plot measures circa 900 sq m and will be accessed from an extension off the existing access
track to Greenfield.

EFFECT OF HGV LICENCE TERMS AND THE ESTABLISHED HAULAGE BUSINESS

4.5 The McKee haulage business has been licenced to operate from Greenfield since the 1990's.
The most recent licence (issued on a rolling term basis) is found at Appendix 2. This gives the
business a Standard National licence to store 4 vehicles and 8 trailers at Greenfield until 2020.
The owners intend to renew the licence in 2020.
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4.6 The current business operating at Greenfield, is DMK Logistics (Scotland) Ltd registered in
Scotland, (ref number 460106) in 2013. This replaces all previous company names carrying
out the same haulage business, first incorporated in 2005 (see Appendix 3).
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5 DEVELOPMENT PLANNING POLICY

DEVELOPMENT PLAN

5.1 Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 and as amended by the
Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006, requires the determination of a planning application must
be made in accordance with the Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. Proposals must first demonstrate compliance with adopted planning policy.

5.2 Where they do not, the planning system allows a further opportunity to examine relevant facts
that justify why the proposed development would be beneficial and issues considered material
to the case set out. This includes other guidelines approved by the Council, Scottish
Government policies, the haulage business case (as outlined in Section 4).

5.3 The current development plan comprises ClydePlan (approved 2017) and the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan (adopted 2012).

CLYDEPLAN 2017

5.4 The Glasgow and Clyde Valley Strategic Development Plan (ClydePlan) was approved by
Scottish Ministers in 2017. Due to the relatively small scale, and local nature of the proposals,
there is no directly relevant strategic policy applicable to this type of development, and
ClydePlan has only limited relevance to this type of proposal. The Strategic Development Plan
does, however, have a clear aim of promoting sustainable development, whilst creating
opportunities for economic growth in rural areas. As this proposal forsees retention of a long
established business, the environmental enhancement and improvement of previously used
land, and the retention of a population in the rural area, the principles in so far as strategic
planning matter are met.

5.5 The application proposals do not therefore raise any issues of strategic significance and can
be generally supported by the relevant objectives of the Approved Strategic Development
Plan. More specific planning policies are set out in the Adopted North Lanarkshire Local Plan.

NORTH LANARKSHIRE LOCAL PLAN 2012

5.6 The North Lanarkshire Local Plan was adopted in 2012. The application site is identified as
lying in the Green Belt, within the countryside. As such, any proposals for the development of
the site requires to be assessed against Policy NBE 3A, primarily, along with other relevant
planning policies listed below.

5.7 In addition to the site specific Green Belt policy, the Local Plan's Development Strategy Aim
and Development Strategy Policies (DSP 2 and DSP 4 in this case) apply to all development
proposals.

Development Strategy Policies

5.8 The Local Plan Development Strategy gives a high−level direction about issues the plan seeks
to either protect, or promote and enhance. In terms of the physical character of North
Lanarkshire, the Strategy refers to the large scale of vacant and derelict land, and the Council
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wants to make regeneration a priority as a result. The surplus brownfield land around the
haulage yard is previously used, now vacant and surplus to the business requirement, and
would be significantly improved with this proposal. The Strategy also refers to "good quality
environments need to be protected, and poorer quality environments need to be enhanced".
The immediate environs of the proposal site is considered poorer quality because of its past
use as a haulage yard, and its historical formation from inert materials. The immediate living
environment around Greenfield itself is of good quality (i.e. formal garden space, mature trees)
providing a good level of residential amenity. There is a good opportunity here to further
improve residential amenity and land improvement quality through the removal of theout−building

and re−use of surplus brownfield land associated with the haulage yard, to form a
family dwelling with amenity space.

5.9 Regarding demographics and household structures within the Council area, the Development
Strategy refers to a requirement for the plan to meet the needs of a stabilising population and
changing household formations which requires more housing, greater choice and quality. In
the same vein, the plan refers to the importance of North Lanarkshire's central location as it
offers economic advantage relative to Scotland's major transport infrastructure. The McKee
family settled at Glenmavis, in the 1990's. In over 30 years their haulage company has grown,
buoyed by its central location and proximity to Scotland's major transport infrastructure. This
today remains a key benefit offering economic advantage and is one reason the family wish to
remain at Greenfield. The McKee family structure is such that passing management of the
business down to the son, keeps the operation sustainable at Greenfield, and avoids the risk of
closure or the business having to find and establish a new site for a long established business
elsewhere in central Scotland. Thus, the overall Local Plan's Development Strategy would be
met through this proposal.

5.10 Turning to the Development Strategy policies, Policy DSP I − Amount of Development, is not
relevant, given this is a proposal for a single dwelling. However, Policy DSP 2 − Location of
Development, requires proposals to meet locational criteria. Where they do not, the plan
requires detailed justification for both need and benefit under. The locational criteria are:

1. Using brownfield land − this is part previously used land associated with the haulage
business now surplus to requirements, and part the footprint of an out−building also
associated with the haulage business which will be removed to improve amenity

2. Maintaining clearly defined urban/rural boundaries in the green belt − a single dwelling
does not risk coalescence or sprawl of the urban boundary with the countryside.

3. Environmental assets − the impact of development on natural or protected environments −
there are no national, regional or locally protected sites of natural, cultural or historic
designation in the site

4. Accessibility − including by foot and cycle − an existing access will be used, and the
addition of one dwelling is not likely to impact on the road network capacity.

5. Community − enhancing social and economic prospects − this proposal brings the next
generation into a long established family business at the same site. It therefore strengthens
economic longevity, and keeps the family as one unit. The generations continue to
contribute to local community life sustaining local services.

6. Town Centres (not relevant)
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5.11

7. Health and Safety − Avoid locations liable to flooding, pipeline routes or areas subject to
hazardous development. There are no flooding or hazardous development issues at this
site.

A full examination of these criteria is given the Planning Assessment at Section 7.

5.12 Development Strategy Policy DSP 3 − Impact of Development, is not relevant to the proposals
given this is a single dwelling with a specific locational need. The development on its own, and
in cumulation with the existing nearby residential dwellings will not place additional demands
on community facilities or infrastructure, owing to its rural location, so no developer
contributions are anticipated.

5.13 Development Strategy Policy DSP 4 − Quality of Development, requires proposals to
demonstrate:

1 an appraisal has been carried out of the existing character and features of the site and
setting − including: ground stability and contamination, identity, connections, landscape,
biodiversity, heritage or amenity value

2 existing rights of way or features of natural or historic environment interest (including
stone buildings) will be safeguarded or enhanced − including: archaeological, historic
environment, landscape features and wildlife interests

3 the proposed development takes account of the site appraisal and any evaluation
of design options, and achieves a high−quality development in terms of

A: establishing a clear vision for the site with design principles which lead to the creation
of a distinct, successful place addressing: siting; overall layout; density; form; scale; height;
massing; proportion; detailing; colour; materials, and open space issues

B: providing a safe, inclusive, convenient and welcoming development addressing:
personal safety, security and crime prevention; adaptability; safe, secure, and convenient
access into and through the development that is attractive to pedestrians, cyclists, and
people with disabilities; integration with public transport, green networks and wider links;
access for cars, where required, being safe for all road users, and appropriate parking or
traffic calming being well located and integrated

C: addressing energy, resources and waste issues in order to create a sustainable
development with a low ecological footprint including: reducing energy need; encouraging
sustainable construction; promoting health and wellbeing; reducing waste and resources
used through effective storage collecting and composting of waste and recyclable materials,
and measures which reduce CO2 emissions and encourage low and zero−carbon
approaches

D: mitigating any likely air quality, noise, or pollution impacts particularly in or adjacent to
Air Quality Management Areas

E: ensuring that water body status is protected and, where possible, enhanced: status
includes physical characteristics, so proposals such as culverting will only be considered
where no other practical option exists. Foul water should connect to the public sewer −
alternatives to this will only be permitted where no public system exists, and the alternative
does not pose an environmental risk. Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems should be
adopted within site design and appropriate details require to be submitted with any planning
application and
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F: integrating successfully into the local area and avoiding harm to the neighbouring
amenity by relating well to the existing context and avoiding adverse impact on existing or
proposed properties through overlooking, loss of privacy or amenity, overshadowing, or
disturbance

4 adequate provision has been made for the development and maintenance of landscaped
open space areas and for linking to and enhancing open spaces andgreen networks

5.14 To address these requirements, the applicant has commissioned CD Architects of Coatbridge
to prepare a Design Statement and detailed drawings as submitted to demonstrate
compliance with the objectives of Policy DSP4. Full discussion on this matter is found in the
Planning Assessment at Section 7.

5.15 In terms of Local Plan policies concerning the natural and built environment, the foregoing has
confirmed there are no local, regional or nationally protected sites of natural or cultural
heritage in the development, in which case, Policy NBEI is complied with. Regarding Policy
NBE2, this is concerned with promoting green spaces that contribute to environmental
enhancement. In the proposal's case, the backdrop of woodland is proposed to be retained,
and there are no protected woods or tree belts within the development site. There are also no
public rights of way within the site, however being a private dwelling proposal, there is no plan
to encourage formal public access by improvement to path networks.

5.16 Policy NBE 3 − Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area is
relevant and considered to be the primary policy for assessment of the application. The Local
Plan states:

"The Council will protect the character and promote development in the Green Belt and the
Rural Investment Area by restricting development to acceptable types and operating
assessment criteria as follows:

I Types of acceptable development:

• proposals necessary for agriculture, forestry or horticulture

• telecommunications, generation o f power from renewable sources, or other appropriate
rural uses, including opencast coal extraction, subject to assessment o f proposals against
Scottish Planning Policy, Structure Plan and other Local Plan policies

• limited extension or alteration o f existing buildings, provided it does not result in
disproportionate additions over and above the size of the original buildings and
extensions are of appropriate scale, design, and materials

• facilities for outdoor recreation, education and tourism that are compatible with an
agricultural or natural setting

2 Impact criteria for assessing acceptable development:

• have a positive economic benefit

• minimise any adverse environmental impacts

• do not pose undue infrastructure implications

• have a specific locational need
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be o f a suitable scale and form for the location

• applications include a landscape assessment and high quality enhancement scheme
which reinforces the rural character and provides a buffer to the development

• adherence to Scottish Planning Policy, Structure Plan and other Local Plan policies,
developments must demonstrate that they will not adversely affect the integrity of
European sites

• adherence to the criteria of SPG on Development in the Green Belt and the 'Site
Assessment Guide' provided in the SPG on Biodiversity and Development will be
material considerations in determining applications for planning

3 Other assessment criteria relating to new development:

• design and siting o f any new development must have regard to PAN 72 Housing in the
Countryside and PAN 73 Rural Diversification

• businesses to be supported by detailed and financially robust Business Plans

• houses associated with a new business will only be considered once that business has
been operational for a minimum period o f 18 months and is deemed viable on inspection
of detailed financial accounts

• new housing will be subject to occupancy conditions, or legal agreement

• no assumed permission for a replacement house i f an agricultural house is sold
separately from the business

• supporting information from an independent agricultural expert to justify the need for
any additional dwellings on farm units

4 Other assessment criteria relating to proposals to restore, renovate, and convert
redundant buildings in the Green Belt:

• the existing buildings are o f vernacular interest, with external walls and roof
substantially complete

• development would not lead to effective demolition and reconstruction o f the building

• the building is no longer capable o f reasonably beneficial use for the purpose for which
it was designed or last used, and can accommodate the proposed conversion

• the proposed use will be compatible with its location and adjoining uses, and
extensions are o f appropriate scale, design and materials
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5.17 Extract from Adopted Local Plan 2012 (Proposals Map 7.4)

5.18 Local Plan Policy NBE 3 A also refers applicants to Assessing Development in the Green Belt
Supplementary Planning Guidance Note Ref. SPG.07 adopted by the Council in 2010 (SPG).
Further detail and assessment of the merits of the proposal against Policy NBE 3 and the SPG

as a material consideration is included in the Planning Assessment in Section 7.

5.19 Section 7 will assess the merits of the application against all the above Policies, including
material considerations in Section 6, which are supported by the applicant's business case
(Section 4) and the submitted Design Statement.

19
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6 MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

SCOTTISH PLANNING POLICY (SPP)

6.1 Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) was published alongside the new National Planning Framework
3 (NPF3) in June 2014 and sets out the policy that will help to deliver the objectives of NPF3.

6.2 SPP is a statement of Scottish Government policy on how nationally important land use
planning matters should be addressed across the country. It is a material consideration that
carries significant weight in the determination of planning applications.

6.3 SPP (at paragraphs 1 and 24) confirms that the Scottish Government's central purpose is to
focus on creating a more successful country, with opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish,
through increasing sustainable economic growth. Sustainable economic growth is defined as:
"Building a dynamic and growing economy that will provide prosperity and opportunities for
all, while ensuring that future generations can enjoy a better quality of life too". To all intents,
this is a proposal that sustains an established business in North Lanarkshire, and passes this
onto the next generation.

6.4 Paragraph 2 states that planning should take a positive approach to enabling high−quality
development and making efficient use of land to deliver long−term benefits for the public while
protecting and enhancing natural and cultural resources. This is a high quality of design for a
modest family home, it makes efficient use of land through re−use of a footprint and surplus
land associated with a haulage business that will continue to operate, just on a reduced scale.

6.5 Paragraph 4 notes that the Scottish Ministers expect the planning service to maximise benefits
and balance competing interests. It should play a key role in facilitating sustainable economic
growth, particularly the creation of new jobs and the strengthening of the local economy. The
key balance to be achieved in this proposal is taking the exceptional locational need of the
haulage business, the succession plan and the availability of land to allow the business to
operate successfully.

6.6 Paragraph 15 explains that by locating the right development in the right place, planning can
provide opportunities for people to make sustainable choices and improve their quality of life.
Well−planned places promote well−being, a sense of identity and pride, and greater
opportunities for social interaction. The key outcome from the development would be to help
consolidate the McKee family at Greenfield, continue to operate a haulage business and to
reuse land no longer required for the business, but of good value for the regeneration and
renewal of the site for family living.

6.7 Page 9 of SPP confirms the introduction of a presumption in favour of development that
contributes to sustainable development. Paragraph 28 explains that the planning system
should support economically, environmentally and socially sustainable places by enabling
development that balances the costs and benefits of a proposal over the longer term. In the
Planning Assessment in Section 7, this examines and explains how the proposal meets the key
sustainability criteria.
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6.8 In relation to the site's green belt location SPP Para 52 explains how an acceptable green belt
use can be "intensification of established uses subject to the new development being of a
suitable scale and form". Whilst the established use has contracted, rather than grown, the
nature of the business no longer requires the out−building or the surplus brownfield land. The
haulage business use itself will continue however facilitated by the arrangements explained
here.

6.9 In relation to the proposal's economic and business case SPP Para 92 links diversification of
rural areas to the National Planning Framework, and states: "NPF3 supports the many and
varied opportunities for planning to support business and employment. These range from a
focus on the role o f cities as key drivers o f our economy, to the continuing need for
diversification o f our rural economy to strengthen communities and retain young people in
remote areas". The haulage business plan demonstrates the succession plan in place to
sustain an established haulage business that has operated from this rural location since the
1990's. The succession plan will also result in the permanent movement of the management
onto site, rather than commuting daily, thus reducing vehicle trips and reducing carbon
consumption. By bringing the family all onto one location, this will help keep young people like
the McKee's into the sector and thereby retain a rural population and economy with it.

6.10 Regarding sustaining the economic benefit of the rural economy, paragraph 93 encourages
the planning system and its decisions to "give due weight to net economic benefit." Which is a
presumption in favour of development which is sustainable both environmentally, socially and
economically in line with Paragraph 28 and 29 of SPP. Specifically, this proposal meets
several criteria options under Paragraph 29, such as it;

• responds to economic issues, challenges and opportunities − the challenge in this case is to
implement a business plan which is viable thus enabling the existing facility to modernise
and be fit for the future. Or risk loss altogether.

• Supports good design. We mean this in terms of the planned, phased approach to delivery,
the layout and arrangement of the uses, the attention to design not adversely affecting
residential amenity and the response to on site constraints such as the siting and
positioning of the new dwelling.
Makes efficient use of capacity of land − the proposed development is for existing surplus
brownfield land and not for new or undeveloped farm land.

• Offers widening of the social and health benefits of bringing a family unit together on site.

6.11 The proposals are therefore consistent with the relevant aspects of SPP, which is a further
material consideration in support of this planning application.
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7 PLANNING ASSESSMENT

7.1 This section of the Planning Statement will assess the scheme against planning policy
specifically in response to the relevant policies and supplementary guidance referred within
Section 5 and 6 of this Statement, along with material considerations, for the following:

• Policy NBE3A Green Belt
• PAN 72 Housing in the Countryside
• PAN 73 Rural Diversification
• SPG 07 Assessing Development in the Countryside
• DSP2 Location of Development and
• DSP4 Quality of Development.

POLICY NBE3 GREEN BELT

7.2 Policy NBE3 is the key policy for assessing development in the Green Belt and as such we
respond below to each criteria of the policy in turn.

1. Types of acceptable development

7.3 The existing haulage business at Greenfield is not a typical Green Belt use, however the
business has been successfully operating from this location for nearly 30 years, i.e. before the
Green Belt designation came into existence. A rational approach would conclude that an
existing commercial activity should be allowed to evolve and have a secure future by knowing
that some form of development and change to adapt to circumstances, within its grounds, are
acceptable. This rationale is twofold. It protects the future of an established business, handing
it down to the next generation, as well as bringing improvement and enhancement to
previously used brownfleld land, for residential use, associated with the family business.

7.4 This rational approach has been supported by the Council previously, through the granting of
planning permissions for similar proposals elsewhere in the area, such as at Moseley
Distributors Ltd, Condorrat Road (planning permissions 03/01699/FUL Erection of Warehouse,
00/004101FUL Erection Of Storage Warehousing Including MOT Testing Bay and Ancillary
Accommodation, and the more recent consent to allow residential development associated
with that established business (ref 13/02213/FUL).

7.5 The existence of the McKee haulage business, its HGV Licences and the company
incorporation evidence (as presented in Section 4) are clearly demonstrative of the future
intentions of the McKee haulage business (DMK) to continue to operate to 2020 and beyond,
showing that the continued use of the site for services relating to DMK should be acceptable
within the Green Belt based on a long established use. As such the development of a dwelling
house with a specific locational need ancillary or relating to the future of DMK can be classed
as 'an appropriate rural use' under this criterion.

2. Impact criteria for assessing acceptable development

7.6 Criterion 2 of Policy NBE3 relates to assessing developments for their impact. Each of the
relevant points is considered as follows:22
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7.7 Have a positive economic benefit − the future of the DMK business changed significantly in
2014 when the Managing Director retired, and his son assumed management of the business,
from offsite elsewhere in Central Scotland. As such a workable long−term solution to allow the
Manager to live onsite to provide round the clock access and security is critical to the future of
the business. Securing the future of the business and therefore the existing jobs will have a
positive economic benefit.

7.8 Minimise any adverse environmental impacts − As the existing business has reduced in scale
and capacity since 2014, there will be less traffic impacts resulting from the ongoing haulage
business, and negligible traffic impacts arising from occupation of the new dwelling. In terms
of ecology, an assessment can be undertaken in the appropriate season, and the applicant is
willing to produce this information, if requested. There will be no loss of trees (rather the
woodland back drop will be used to screen and enclose the new development. The ground
quality will be improved (from surplus haulage yard storage, to private amenity garden
ground).

7.9 Do not pose undue infrastructure implications − the proposed development of a single
dwelling. It does not pose undue infrastructure issues. The means of water and foul drainage
will be confirmed with Scottish Water through a public connection. There are no below ground
pipelines or hazardous wastes. For matters such as cumulative impact on roads or schools
there is negligible impact given the built−up nature of the area and the availability of existing
services in the area.

7.10 Have a specific locational need − as explained within Section 4 and argued above at 7.5 and at
1.9 of this Statement, there is a clear and specific locational need for the proposed dwelling.
Changes within the structure of the business and the retirement of the Managing Director
require the new Manager to be able to access the site around the clock and provide on−site
security. The removal of any requirement to commute across Scotland to manage the
operation effectively will also be a positive benefit on vehicular movement and keep the family
unit together, as this is a personal wish of the family.

7.11 Be of a suitable scale and form for the location − The proposed dwelling has been designed to
be of a scale and form which is complimentary to the surrounding area. It is of a housing type
similar (in massing, height and finish) to Greenfield itself, and is not excessive in its height and
scale. Additional landscaping has been proposed which will complement the development and
assist in integrating the development well. It will be set behind the existing dwellings, thus
minimizing the landscape impact when viewed from the south, "ridge" as the building will be
'tucked behind' out of direct view making the new addition fit well into the existing cluster of
buildings without detriment to setting and function of the landscape within the green belt.

7.12 Policy NBE3 requires the application to be assessed further, under Part 3: Other assessment
criteria relating to new development. Under this section three criterion are relevant to the
proposed development:

7.13 Design and siting o f any new houses must have regard to PAN72 Housing in the Countryside
and PAN 73 Rural Diversification − CD Architects has designed the dwelling with regard to
PAN72. The requirement for the location has been shown to fit with the established haulage
business, replacement of a surplus out−building and reuse and improvement of surplus land
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associated with the business. Therefore the design has been chosen to be most appropriate
for the site. The scheme is of a traditional Scottish vernacular croft style appearance massing
to 1 3/4 storey with twin dormers. In line with the design guidance notes found within SPG.07
for dwellings, the materials include buff sandstone base course with feature corner quoins,
head lintels and sills to structural openings. Most of the external wall finish to be smoothoff−white

render. All windows and doors to be dark grey to match all fascias, soffits and rainwater
goods. The roof finish is to be dark grey slate look−a−like tiles. Hedgerows and additional tree
planting as shown on the drawings will add to the setting of the dwelling and successfully
integrate it within the area. In terms of PAN 72, the business has been successfully operating
in this location for nearly 30 years and as such is well established in the local community. The
development of a dwelling required to support the 24−hour nature of the business is therefore
not a diversification away from the core business; it merely acts to support the future operation
of the business and secure its future.

7.14 Businesses to be supported by detailed and financially robust business plans − This business
has been in operation nearly 30 years, Section 4 of this Statement sets out the proposed
succession plan, the locational need for the new dwelling and the reason for choice of site to
make best use of land previously used along with replacement of a redundant out building,
rather than use new farm land (green field).

7.15 Under Part 4 of Policy NBE 3 − Other assessment criteria relating to proposals to restore,
renovate, and convert redundant buildings in the Green Belt, the proposal for a single dwelling
includes using the footprint of an existing out−building (which would be removed) to provide an
improved amenity space. It is not functionally desirable, nor cost effective (given the shape,
orientation and scale of the existing building) to provide all the modern requirements of a new
home entirely within the footprint of the out−building. However, the proposal is to enhance
residential amenity, improve the landscape / ground quality and combine the vacant surpluse
land to form a modest new home, and garden space. SPG 07 Assessing Development in the
Countryside, provides more detailed guidance about the criteria for the conversion and re−use
of rural buildings. Whilst the proposal is to remove rather than convert or re−use an
outbuilding, the proposal is still considered the most sensitive response to achieving the
desired outcome for a new dwelling in this context. The SPG (at page 8) under Issue J,
requires the application to demonstrate against further criteria, as follows:

7.16 Is the building functionally obsolete? − The out−building had been used to store tools,
machinery and office supplies associated with the haulage business. As much of the
administration is undertaken electronically, and the scale and capacity of the HGVs now much
reduced under the current operator's licence, there is no longer a need for the out−building to
be used for the business. Repairs and maintenance arrangements have been agreed with
suppliers locally, removing the need for the out−building to offer any future dependency for the
haulage business operations. It could therefore be described as functionally obsolete or no
longer fit for purpose in terms of building, and in terms of function.

7.17 Is the form, massing and general design of the buildings in keeping with their surroundings? −
The proposal would make use of the footprint of the out−building for garden amenity space,
combined with the surplus brownfield land associated with the haulage business, to form a
modest family home, providing the required space for garden ground and parking all in line
with the Council's design guidelines on these matters. Therefore, the form, massing and
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general design of the new dwelling is in keeping with the surroundings. More detail can be
found in the Design Statement prepared by CD Architects, accompanying this application.

7.18 Will the re−use of the building not prejudice the purposes, open character and visual amenity
of the Green Belt? − As described earlier, the out−building is no longer required for the
haulage business, however a new dwelling is to help manage the operation. The open
character of the site, is well enclosed on the north and west boundaries. The choice of
positioning of the new dwelling in line with the existing group of residential dwellings at
Greenfield, means that the new dwelling will be suitably hidden from long distance views and
visually limited views achievable owing to the line up of the buildings in situ.

7.19 Will the proposals be set within the context of the farm/ steading unit and will maintain and
enhance the wider landscape setting and site features (see Section J) ? − It is our view the
positioning of the new dwelling will form a grouping with the existing established residential
dwellings at Greenfield. Because the buildings will be positioned to form a group, there is no
risk to the wider landscape setting of dispersed or loosely positioned new buildings on the
landscape or in visual prominence. The site features itself will be improved as the land will be
improved to accommodate suitable garden ground and the new dwelling will be sufficiently
positioned from the existing dwellings to provide its own amenity space and not overlook into
other private spaces.

7.20 Do the proposals seek to improve the external appearance of the building, especially in
conjunction with any necessary structural changes, in order to contribute to the visual amenity
of the Green Belt ? − As the out−building has limited external beauty it does not contribute to
the visual amenity of the green belt currently− nor would its loss, with a new modern home and
amenity garden space detract from the wider external appearance of the buildings within the
grouping or in conjunction with the other buildings on site.

7.21 Can the proposed use be accommodated within the existing structure of the building, without
major change or extension (e.g. less than 30%) ? − No, the proposal is to remove theout−building

but to utilise the site space, positioning and relationship with the other established
residential properties to form a cohesive grouping and form a residential environment with
improved level of amenity and improved quality of landscape.

7.22 Will the original character of the rural setting around the building be maintained and enhanced

− yes, the original character will be maintained, improved, as the removal of the out−building,
coupled with the siting and positioning of the new dwelling, working with the arrangements of
the existing dwellings will improve and enhance the rural setting at this location. Theout−building

is no longer capable of reasonably beneficial use for the purpose for which it was
designed or last used.

7.23 New housing will be subject to occupancy conditions, or legal agreement − Policy NBE3 was
adopted as part of the Local Plan in 2012 and the SPG was updated in 2010. A letter from The
Chief Planner (Scottish Government) dated 4th November 2011 explained views on the use of
conditions or planning obligations to restrict the occupancy of new rural housing. It states: 'the
Scottish Government believes that occupancy restrictions are rarely appropriate and so
should generally be avoided'. We have previously explained and justified a specific locational
need for the proposed development and, given its location at the existing HGV yard, adjacent
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to the famly home at Greenfield, it is unlikely that the dwelling would be desirable to anyone
else on a private market − other than employees or owners of the premises. As we believe
using an occupancy restriction on this occasion would be inappropriate.

SPG 07 ASSESSING DEVELOPMENT IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

7.24 The SPG requires applicants to read the guidance alongside the policies such as Local Plan
Policy NBE3, as set out earlier. Under each criteria of the SPG, the following response is
made:

7.25 A: Policy Context − the proposed development accords with Policy NBE3 as set out above.

7.26 F. Existing Businesses − DKM has been trading from this location for nearly 30 years and as
such is an existing business which is an appropriate use for this rural area. The design of the
dwelling has been done with respect to the location and siting and will not have a harmful
impact on the area. The area is characterised by existing residential dwellings in the family

name, the DKM business (storage of vehicles and trailers). The proposed development will fit
suitably within this context.

7.27 I: New Dwellings and House Extensions − as set out in Section 1.9, Section 4 and within this
Section 7, there are exceptional circumstances which have been explained, and justify an
exception to this policy.

7.28 J: Conversion and reuse o f rural buildings − as set out in Section 7.15 too 7.24 an explanation
is provided to support the proposal to use the footprint of an out−building to be removed,
rather than convert or re−use − this is justified on the basis that the footprint is to be used to
provide an improved residential amenity space, enhance the landscape setting and character.
Along with re−use of vacant land associated with the haulage business to provide the site or
plot area required to meet all design requirements for a garden and home.

7.29 K: Key Design Requirements for New Buildings − the drawings accompanying the application
show that the design accords with the design requirements. The siting of the building and the
use of an appropriate dwelling form accord with this criterion.

7.30 N. Window Proportions − The window proportions shown on the drawings accord with the
criterion and reflect existing dwellings in the area.

7.31 0 : Materials and Detailing − The building materials chosen by the architect reflect the local
materials and the roof profile/details are in accordance with the SPG.

7.32 P: Parking and Car Parking − the access for the property will utilise the existing access point
with a new 50m (4mm wide) extension to the access to safely access the new plot. Parking will
be integrated within the site, to the required 3 spaces according to Council policy and the
whole development set within a proposed landscaping scheme.
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LOCAL PLAN − DSP2 LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

7.33 This policy sets out locational requirements for potential additions to planned land supplies.
This new dwelling is not a planned land supply − rather it is a 'one off' or windfall. Policy DSP 2
also requires the maintenance of clearly defined urban/rural boundaries for the Green Belt
setting. We believe this location can be classified as a built−up environment within a rural
setting given the existence of two dwellings, various out−buildings and the haulage business
yard all situated within the curtilage of the McKee family ownership. We believe therefore the
proposed dwelling will fit within the area of existing development. The land was previously
developed from inert storage of materials, and latterly as part of the haulage business, and as
such the proposal accords with this policy.

DSP4 QUALITY OF DEVELOPMENT

7.34 Policy DSP4 requires development to be of high standards for site planning and sustainable
design. As explained within this document and supported by a Design and Access Statement
prepared by CDA Architects, the proposals has been designed in accordance with the SPG in
relation to development in the Green Belt and as such accords with this policy.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

8.1 We have demonstrated in this Supporting Planning Statement, and the accompanying plans
and Design Statement, that the proposed single dwelling, associated with an existing business
that is nearly 30 years established at this rural location, represents a significant investment by
the applicant in securing the future viability and existence of the DMK haulage business, taking
it into the next generation and securing existing jobs, supporting the supply economy and
making best use of available land, which itself is of limited green belt quality.

8.2 This development will sustain local employment opportunities, and provide a high quality,
sustainable new home associated with the business plan, meeting a particular element of the
HGV licence requirements by the DVLA, and matching the scope and status of other similar
complementary haulage/logistics businesses in the Central I West of Scotland.

8.3 Whilst the site lies within the green belt, in the adopted local plan the plans are not considered
to significantly alter the overall green belt strategy applicable to such a very large (green belt)

area within North Lanarkshire − and the business at Greenfield has been established nearly 30
years, well before Green Belt policy came into existence. Indeed it has been shown from aerial
photography and historical map search, that firstly, there were at one time more dwellings
grouped on site, than current arrangements and that the haulage business has visibly shrunk
in terms of land take, arrangement for storing and securing on site in the period 2004 to 2014.
The future up to 2020 and beyond for the business is to consolidate the operation and to
stabilise the new management from Greenfield.

8.4 A modest new dwelling, with the required garden amenity space, is to be formed on the
footprint of the haulage business out−building and surplus vacant yard. This is a supportable
countryside use at this location. Whilst it is accepted that one new dwelling house may not be
wholly in line with the aims of the green belt policy, this matter must be looked at in the wider
context of the overall proposal and weight the ancillary nature of the proposed house as part
of that assessment. The evidence presented demonstrates that there is a very real locational
need to have the DMK haulage business operate from Greenfield, and that its future
management must be undertaken from the site. This also has the benefit of reducing
commuting by the applicant's son and enables the family unit to exist as one at the site under
the new management set up. The proposal to re−use surplus brownfield land no longer
required for the business will improve the landscape quality which is locally poor, provide
improved standard of residential amenity which is generally good within the established
residential grouping, and would enable the family business to continue to operate from this
location.

8.5 The proposed development of the site would therefore not affect the overall quality of green
belt, nor would it compromise the positive sentiments of encouraging rural diversification of
existing businesses. The ancillary nature of the new dwelling is demonstrated to be an
essential component of the next generation for the business, and without it, would seriously
compromise the accreditation and operation of the facility, and may risk the potential decline,
or relocation of the business away from North Lanarkshire.
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8.6 The proposed development is acceptable in environmental and mitigation of impact on
cultural, natural and infrastructure needs. The design incorporates measures to protect future
drainage impacts and a landscape setting that screens from long distance views.

8.7 The proposed design and layout of the building itself, is modest, and sympathetic in scale and
appearance with the surrounding buildings and their countryside setting, and nearby
identically finished buildings.

8.8

8.9

8.10

The Design Statement confirms that the architectural treatment and materials proposed for the
building are of a scale and quality which complement the existing buildings and will create a
sympathetic edge to the adjoining area of residential amenity and improved open space.

For these reasons, the review of relevant planning policy demonstrates the proposal is in
accordance with relevant national, strategic and local planning policies, which provides
support for this planning application.

We would therefore ask North Lanarkshire Council to support this proposed development.
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neil@grayplanning.co.uk

From: neil@grayplanningco.uk
Sent 22 November 2018 15:10
To: Divin Kevin
Subject: RE: North Lanarkshire Council Application 18/00488/FUL

Flag Status: Flagged

Hello Kevin

Thanks for your helpful note, and I realise you also had a conversation directly with the applicant.
After further discussion with the applicant today, she is content, as a short term solution as it were, to submit a
revised design for a smaller scale house type. Subject to Planning Authority approval, this would be in order to
progress her strategy − with a new build home, grow the growing HGV business and allow (as you suggest) 18mths
for growth of the business to evidence itself. This way, it helps her achieve the domestic needs for family together,
as well as allow the growing HGV business to progress.

As such we have instructed the architect to revise the design. Please therefore, to avoid any waste of further time,
or cost, will you agree to treat the revised design as a non−material variation to the submitted application (thus
avoiding need to withdraw and re−submit), and can we also agree to a processing agreement to provide certainty
about reaching decision in a timely fashion going forward.

I will be in touch shortly with the revised design.

Kind regards
Neil

Neil Gray MRTPI I Director

M: 07514 275 498

e; neil@grayplanning.co.uk

www.grayplanning.co.uk

AYE House, Admiralty Park, Rosyth, Dunfermline KY1 1 2YW
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From: Divin Kevin <DivinK@northlan.gov.uk>
Sent: 20 November 2018 14:21
To: Neil Gray <neil@grayplanning.co.uk>
Subject: RE: North Lanarkshire Council Application 18/00488/FUL

Dear Mr Gray,

I refer to the above planning application which is currently under consideration.

It is noted that additional information has been submitted to demonstrate that the HGV business is to bere−establish
by your client, however, as the application site is located on land zoned as Policy NBE 3A (Green Belt),
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there is a general presumption against development unless it is directly associated with agricultural or forestry
operations, although the policy does support the dwellings associated with a new business, which is essentially the
proposed scenario, will only be considered once that business has been operational for a minimum period of 18
months and is deemed viable on inspection of detailed financial accounts.

Notwithstanding the additional information received it is still difficult to concluded that the HGV business is
operating to a sufficient capacity to justify an additional dwelling in this Green Belt location and it is considered that
the planning application is likely to be refused.

As previously advice, given the personal circumstance of the proposal, there may be an option for a residential
annex or a temporary residential property which would be linked by planning condition to the main dwelling house.

I trust this clarifies the current planning position, if you have any further questions or wish to discuss this matter
further, please don't hesitate to contact me.

Regards,

Kevin Divin

Planning Officer

Development Management

North Lanarkshire Council

:Tel: 01236 632508

çi:Fax: 01698 302115

: divink(änorthlan.pov.uk

L Q:Fleming House, 2 Tryst Road, Cumbernauld, G67 1JW

From: Neil Gray [mailto:neil@grayplanning.co.ukl
Sent: 06 November 2018 20:47
To: Divin Kevin <DivinKnorthlan.gov.uk>
Cc: marvdmklogistics@aol.com
Subject: Re: North Lanarkshire Council Application 18/00488/FUL

Good evening Kevin
Following our conversation over a week ago, you said you'd be looking to consult line manager and
proceed to a decision. Please update me on concluding the application.

Kind regards
Neil

Neil Gray MRTPI − Director
Gray Planning & Development Ltd

M: 07514 278 498
E: neil(grayplanning.co.uk
W: www.grayplanning.co.uk
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On Mon, Oct 15, 2018 at 10:41 AM +0100, "Neil Gray" <neil(zrayplanning.co.uk> wrote:

Good morning Kevin

I tried calling today, and found you are on holiday until next Monday.

I really just looking for an update, and decision if you have arrived at that yet? The applicant just wants some clarity
Please advise me when you return, asap.

Thanks
Neil

Neil Gray MRTPI I Director

M: 07514 278 498

e: neilgrayplanning.co.uk

www.grayplanning.co.uk

Rm 34, Dalgety Bay Business Centre, Ridge Way, Dunfermline FIFE KY11 9JN

COY Planning S Oevetpninit Limited Toi,7 Planning ConsoltanIL Company No. SC568143
Momnber o f the Royal Town Planning Institute No 42566

From: Neil Gray <neil@grayplanning.co.uk>
Sent: 25 September 2018 10:43
To: 'Divin Kevin <DivinK@northlan.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: North Lanarkshire Council Application 18/00488/FUL

Morning Kevin

Please can you update me on progress with the application. Let me know if you need any more information, or
what are your thoughts on supporting the application with the evidence presented.

Thanks
Neil

Neil Gray MRTPI I Director

M: 07514 278 498

e: neil©grayplanning.co.uk

www.grayplanning.co.uk

Rm 34, Dalgety Bay Business Centre, Ridge Way, Dunfermline FIFE KY1 1 9JN

Gray Planning & Oevu'opntent ten,ted. Torn, Planning Ccvwn/tants. Company No. SC568143
Member at the Royal Town Planning Institute No 42566

From: Neil Gray <neiIgraypIanning.co.uk>
Sent: 30 August 2018 14:59
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To: Divin Kevin <DivinK@northlan.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: North Lanarkshire Council Application 18/00488/FUL

Good afternoon Kevin

Apologies for the delay to your message below. We have however been in discussion with you by phone. From our
conversations, you have asked for more information with respect to additional evidence of business growth
relating to the haulage business, that would in turn justify the need for a house at this location. As you will be
aware from the Planning Statement submitted at the start of the application, several sections in there sought to
explain and justify the need for the house, to support the haulage business. For ease of reference these are:

Section 4 in detail, along with introductory Paras 1.4−1.9 of the Planning Statement − is key business plan
information relating to the then current scale of the business (note Statement written March 2018). At para 1.4,
the mentioned HGV licences mentions for a upper haulage capacity which "pro videsfor the storage and repair of
up to 10 vehicles and 15 trailers at Greenfield" We further advised in para 1.5 the fact then (6 months ago) the
actual number of trailers had declined (since Mr McKee snr retired in 2017) − and that is reflective of your own
evidence from site visit again several months ago. At para 2.2 of the Planning Statement we explained the HGV
licence will be renewed again in 2020 to ensure the licenced capacity of 10 vehicles and 15 trailers can be run
again. As currently stands (and is explained below and evidenced by the attached), the business is growing − with
50%+ growth in the acquisition of new HGVs themselves, as well as customer orders.

Therefore, since the writing of the Planning Statement in March 2018 (6 months ago), the business is evidently
growing again − with the impetus of the applicant's son pursuing new growth of the business (who is doing so from
off site and not at site which is another reason we justified for the locational need in the Planning Statement). We
have therefore produced by the applicant a schedule of business orders and actual sales during the last 6 mths.
Note the sales and vehicle acquisitions for June and July 18.

We advised in the Planning Statement at para 1.5 (6 months ago) there were 4 HGV5 rolling stock. The DMK
Logistics company has taken several new orders and has actually purchased a further 3 vehicles during June and
July 2018 taking the stock to 7 vehicles (this is a 50%+ growth in rolling stock alone). These new vehicles, and the
sales ledger for months of June and July 2018 are attached in this email, as supplementary to the Planning
Statement paras 1.4−1.6. This shows the upward growth of the business in terms of customer demand, actual
values generated, and increase in vehicle fleet by 3 new registration marks. These are being used on the road
network, and are regularly stationed back at Greenfield. The situation would of course, improve if the new home
were built, and the McKee's son and his family could move to be on site with the vehicles − as explained operations
within Paras 2.2 and Section 4 of the Planning Statement.

I note that you have stated the personal circumstances of the applicant is relevant − more so, as I have highlighted
above, the business is growing, this is being led by Mr McKee snr son, who does not live at the address − but for
whom him and his family of spouse and 2 children very much want to stay at the new property, so that they can
settle as a family, and intend to add further children to their family. The current circumstances of living off site,
inheriting the family haulage business and managing that off site, whilst the retired parents are at home is not the
most effective way − and they feel the solution is to bring the whole family together on one site, with the new build
for Mr McKee jnr family, thus able to tend and manage the rolling stock which has grown in 6 mths, and able to be
on hand to deal with repairs, customer demands, whilst enabling the family unit to be close at hand for support.

I trust this is a helpful further information to demonstrate the growth of the business in the last 6 mths, the
prospect for continued growth, based on the order book as repeat custom, and thus the urgency to have a decision
on the planning application to enable the family to transit across to further grow both business and family in the
years ahead.

Please let me know if you need any further information about this, before reaching any final decision on the
application.

Kind regards
Neil
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Neil Gray MRTPI I Director

M: 07514 278 498

e: neil©grayplanning.co.uk

www.grayplanning.co.uk

Rm 34, Dalgety Bay Business Centre, Ridge Way, Dunfermline FIFE KY1 1 9JN

&ay Planning & Devin'ngmeiit Linntat Town Planning CanultmM Company No. 5C568143
Mwnber of me Royal Town Planning InsljVjte No. 42566

From: Divin Kevin <DivinKnorthlan.gov.uk>
Sent: 28 June 2018 10:15
To: Neil Gray <neil@grayplanning.co.uk>
Subject: RE: North Lanarkshire Council Application 18/00488/FUL

Dear Mr Gray,

I refer to the above planning application which is currently under consideration.

The site is currently forms part of a hardstanding area located south of Cumbernauld on land zoned as Policy NBE
3A (Green Belt) of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan 2012 where there is a general presumption against
development unless it is directly associated with agricultural or forestry operations, although the policy does
support the restoration of buildings with a vernacular interest.

This application seeks permission for an additional dwelling in connection with an existing HGV haulage business.
From visiting the application site and assessing the submitted planning statement, it is difficult to concluded that
the HGV business is operating to a sufficient capacity to justify an additional dwelling in this Green Belt location.
When visiting the site, the HGV business did not appear to be operating, there was no activity on site and it did not
appear to be any recent activity which is probably why the vehicular access was blocked by a flatbed truck.

Based on the information provided, it is likely that the application will be recommended for refusal as there does
not appear to be sufficient justification for a new dwelling in the Green belt as this proposal is considered to be
contrary to policy NBE 3A.

Given the personal circumstance of the proposal, there may be an option for a residential annex which would be
linked by planning condition to the main dwelling house.

I trust this clarifies the current planning position, if you have any further questions or wish to discuss this matter
further, please don't hesitate to contact me.

Regards,

Kevin Divin

Planning Officer
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Development Management

North Lanarkshire Council

:Tel: 01236 632508

j:Fax: 01698 302115

"b: divink@northlan.gov.uk

:Fleming House, 2 Tryst Road, Cumbernauld, G67 1JW

From: Neil Gray fmailto:neil@grayplanning.co.ukl
Sent: 27 June 2018 18:58
To: Divin Kevin <DivinKnorthlan.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: North Lanarkshire Council Application 18/00488/FUL

Good afternoon Kevin

Have you reached a decision on this planning application. It is now gone beyond the statutory timescales
and there having been no feedback or objections we are anticipating you are content?

I shall be in holiday from Monday 2nd to 17th July and keen to have an answer before I break off.

Kind regards

Neil Gray MRTPI − Director
Gray Planning & Development Ltd

M: 07514 278 498
E: neil(grayplanning.co.uk
W: www.grayplanning.co.uk

On Fri, Jun 8, 2018 at 9:13 AM +0100, "Neil Gray" <neil(grayplanning.co.uk> wrote:

Morning Kevin

Further to our conversation about progress to determine the application at
Greenfield, are you able to update when Decision Notice is expected? I

assume there is no other information required, or you would have been in
contact ?

Kind regards
Neil

Neil Gray MRTPI I Director
M: 07514 278 498

e: neil@grayplanning.co.uk
www.grayplanning.co.uk
Ridgeway House, lOa Ridge Way, Dunfermline FIFE KYll 9JN

Gray Planning & Development Limited. Town Planning Consultants. Company No.
SC568143
Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute No. 42566

Original Message −−−−−
From: Divin Kevin
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Sent: 10 M a y 2 0 1 8 09:15

To: N e i l Gray

Subject: RE: N o r t h L a n a r k s h i r e C o u n c i l A p p l i c a t i o n 18/00488/FUL

G o o d m o r n i n g M r Gray,

Y o u r d e t a i l s h a v e b e e n updated.

Regards,

K e v i n Divin

P l a n n i n g Officer

D e v e l o p m e n t Management

N o r t h L a n a r k s h i r e Council

N:Tel: 0 1 2 3 6 632508

T:Fax: 01698 302115

F: divink@northlan.gov.uk

d : F l e m i n g House, 2 T r y s t Road, C u m b e r n a u l d , G67 13W

O r i g i n a lMessage−−−−−From:
N e i l G r a y [mailto:neil@qrayplanning.co.uk]

S e n t : 1 0 May 2 0 1 8 08:20
To: D i v i n K e v i n ; R e g e n & ES Planning

Subject: RE: N o r t h L a n a r k s h i r e C o u n c i l A p p l i c a t i o n 18/00488/F'UL

G o o d m o r n i n g Kevin

P l e a s e c a n you u p d a t e m y p o s t a l a d d r e s s o n the o n l i n e form, g o i n g f o r w a r d it

s h o u l d n o w be

G r a y P l a n n i n g & D e v e l o p m e n t Ltd

R i d g e w a y House

lOa R i d g e Way

Dunfermline

KY11 9JN

P l e a s e c o n f i r m this has b e e n done, thanks.

If you h a d a n y i n d i c a t i o n h o w the a p p l i c a t i o n is p r o g r e s s i n g , that w o u l d be

a p p r e c i a t e d also.

K i n d regards

Neil

N e i l G r a y M R T P I I Director

M: 07514 278 498

e: neil@grayplanning.co.uk

www.gr yRlanning.co.uk

G r a y P l a n n i n g & D e v e l o p m e n t Limited. T o w n P l a n n i n g C o n s u l t a n t s . C o m p a n y No.
S C 5 6 8 1 4 3 M e m b e r o f the Royal T o w n P l a n n i n g I n s t i t u t e No. 42566

O r i g i n a lMessage−−−−−From:

N e i l Gray

Sent: 17 A p r i l 2 0 1 8 15:18

To: 'divink@northlan.gov.uk

Subject: FW: N o r t h L a n a r k s h i r e C o u n c i l A p p l i c a t i o n 18/00488/FUL

G o o d a f t e r n o o n Kevin

P l e a s e c a n you f i l e the a t t a c h e d to r e p l a c e the p r e v i o u s l y s u b m i t t e d Design

S t a t e m e n t I a l s o n o t e that n o t all o f the o r i g i n a l l y s u b m i t t e d d e t a i l s are
p o s t e d online, e.g. P l a n n i n g Statement, p r e s u m i n g that w i l l b e u p l o a d e d for
p u b l i c view?
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Thanks
Neil

Neil Gray MRTPI I Director
M: 07514 278 498

e: neil@grayplanning.co.uk
www.grayplanning.co.uk

Gray Planning & Development Limited. Town Planning Consultants. Company No.
SC568143 Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute No. 42566

OriginalMessage−−−−−From:
esplanning@northlan.gov.uk

Sent: 06 April 2018 11:02
To: neill@grayplanning.co.uk
Subject: North Lanarkshire Council Application 18/00488/FUL

Please find attached important correspondence regarding your application
*********** **********************************************************
North Lanarkshire Council's Web Site −
http://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/

This e−mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.
If you have received this e−mail in error, please notify the System Manager
and thereafter delete the e−mail from your system. The System Manager may
be contacted at postmaster@northlan.gov.uk.
E−mail transmission is not secure and information can be intercepted,
corrupted, lost, destroyed, delayed or incomplete. The sender does not
accept any liability for errors or omissions arising as a result of e−mail
transmission or interception. Please note that incoming e−mails are
routinely scanned for the purpose of detecting offensive or inappropriate
materials.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *****************************************
North Lanarkshire Council's Web Site −
http://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/

*********************************************************************
This e−mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.
If you have received this e−mail in error, please notify the System Manager
and thereafter delete the e−mail from your system. The System Manager may
be contacted at postmaster@northlan.gov.uk.
E−mail transmission is not secure and information can be intercepted,
corrupted, lost, destroyed, delayed or incomplete. The sender does not
accept any liability for errors or omissions arising as a result of e−mail
transmission or interception. Please note that incoming e−mails are
routinely scanned for the purpose of detecting offensive or inappropriate
materials.
*********************************************************************

North Lanarkshire Council's Web Site −
ht.tp:/−/www..northlanarkshire.gov.uk/

This e−mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they

are addressed. If you have received this e−mail in error, please
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DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: 18/00488/FUL

Date Application Valid: 4th April 2018
KPI Deadline: 04.06.2018 KPI Target Met? Processing Agreement in Place

Proposal Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping

Address Greenfield Case Officer
701 Mollinsburn Road Mr Cohn Bradley
Annathill
North Lanarkshire
ML6 OPN

Local Plan Policies The Principle of Development;

Sections 25(1) (a) and 37(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 require that
this application be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

The site is located within an area of land designated as the green belt which is covered by
policy NBE 3A, (Assessing Development in the Green Belt) in the North Lanarkshire Local Plan
(2012). Policy NBE 3A seeks to protect the green belt area through restricting development to
acceptable types which shall have a positive economic benefit whilst minimising any adverse
environmental impacts.

The North Lanarkshire Local Plan (2012) also requires proposed developments to be assessed
against policies DSP I (Amount of Development), DSP 2 (Location of Development), DSP 3
(Impact of Development) and DSP 4 (Quality of Development). Due to the limited nature of the
development the proposal raises no issues with regards to Policies DSP 1 DSP2, and DSP3.

Assessing Development in the Green Belt, supplementary planning guidance note SPG.07
which has the stated aims of directing growth to the most appropriate locations, protecting and
enhancing the character, identity and landscape settings and to protect and give access to open
space within and around towns and cities.

Planning History
• 95/05367/FUL ERECTION OF DOMESTIC LOCK−UP GARAGE TO DWELLINGHOUSE
• 96/055171MIN UPFILLING OF LAND WITH INERT MATERIALS

(IN RETROSPECT)

Site Visit Date(s) Various, most recent 1411 August 2019
Weekly List Date 12th April 2018 Weekly List Expiry Date 26th April 2018
Neighbour 6th April 2018 Neighbour Notification 27th April 2018Notification Sent Expiry Date
Advert Date 16th April 2018 Advert Expiry Date 301 April 2018

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting The application seeks to site a 1&3/4 storey dwelling house within an area of ground
currently associated with a haulage yard operated previously operated by the applicants
parents and now operated by their son who is looking to build this house. There are
currently 2 residential properties on the site − both owned within the same family − the
applicants parents stay in the main house and his sister resides in the other. These
have the appearance of traditional farm house and associated cottage

Design and Materials The proposal is for a large 4/5 bedroomed house to be built using a modern material
palette and design. The proposed house is significantly larger that the 2 existing houses
at the site.

Daylight/Sunlight It is not considered that the proposed dwelling house, given its location shall present
any issues regarding sunlight daylight.

Boundary Treatment The site is bound on 3 sides by a mix of mature and scrub trees and by two dwelling
houses and the Mohlinsbum Road to the south.

Privacy The proposed development shall not present significant issues surrounding privacy.

Adjacent Levels The overall topography of the land in this area is a gentle slope from east to west
however the proposed application site is relatively flat and level.

Landscaping (including garden An indication of the proposed garden ground has been included in the application
ground) however, if successful, a planning condition would be required to show full details of the

landscaping and defining the curtilage of the proposed dwelling house.
Access, Parking & Turning It is considered that the application site would have sufficient space for the access,

parking and turning of 3 cars, in−line with the relevant current guidance.

AGENDA ITEM 3D
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Site Constraints The proposed development sits in an area identified as an area of low risk by the Coal
Authority and within a Gas Pipeline Buffer zone

Consultation Responses Protective services department were consulted with regards to this planning application
and requested that a site investigation be carried out should the application be
successful.

Representations There have been no public representations with regards to this planning
application.

Any Other Material There are currently two dwelling houses within the curtilage both are within the
Considerations ownership of the extended family associated to this haulage business

Report

Planning permission is sought for a l & I 4 storey 415 bedroomed dwelling house adjacent to two existing dwelling
houses at 'Greenfield' Mollinsburn Road, Glenmavis, Annathill. The proposed site is within an area of land currently
used as a yard in relation to the running of a family haulage firm which is located to the rear of two existing dwelling
houses both of which are under the ownership of the applicants family.

Site Description

The application site is located adjacent to Greenfield house located adjacent to Mollinsburn Road to the south of
Annathill. The overall ownership area measures circa 28,120m2 including the access onto the public carriageway. The
application site including this access route measures approximately 5,450m2 and the proposed dwelling house itself
measures some 205m2.

It is proposed to utilise the current access onto Mollinsburn Road and shared with the Haulage company access along
with the two existing dwelling houses. The site itself is bounded by mature scrub trees to the east, a mature woodland
off to the west and north featuring Scots pines. To the south of the proposed development site is the two existing
dwelling houses and the access route onto the public carriageway. The site is located in such a manner that the
existing yard area and proposed house would not be highly visible from the public road in the vicinity of the access or
to the west of it. It may be possible to see part of the gable elevation rising above the existing properties. However
further along the main road to the east more open views are afforded of the site due to the changing topography in the
area (the land rises).

The site has been used as a yard in association with the haulage business in the ownership of the applicant's parents.

Proposed Development

The proposals would involve the construction of a 415 bedroom dwelling house that would be one and three quarters
storey at a maximum height of lOm, the ridgeline is proposed to sit at 9.3m in height. The footprint of the building
measures some 205m2 including a small external decking, it is therefore considered that the proposed development
represents a significant scale and massing.

The proposed material palette associated to the proposed dwelling house development is modem in design featuring
large fenestrations with aluminium curtain wall glazing, a smooth render painted white to the walls with dark grey base
course to the lower reaches and dark grey roof tiles. It is intended to have the principle elevation facing a westerly
direction with the large glass curtain walling facing an easterly direction. The design is of high quality and if the
principle of the house were to be considered acceptable conditions could ensure that the property was built using
appropriate materials to its green belt setting.

Whilst there are slight reservations regarding the relationship between the proposed house and the existing properties
in terms of the mass and scale of the proposed house these on their own would not justify refusing planning
permission.

Applicant's Supporting Information

The applicant has submitted supporting information in relation to this application which includes a brief analysis of the
location, scale and massing and material palette and seeks to justify the proposed development in these terms.

A further document entitled 'Planning Statement' has also been submitted. This document details the applicant's view
of a specific locational need along with a background, site description, history of the site. The applicant argues that the
proposal will remove a surplus out building, change the use of vacant surplus brownfield business land for the erection
of a dwelling. Details are also given in relation to the business, specifically it has now been passed to the applicant
(son of previous operators) to run the haulage business and that although the licence granted to the business by the
DVLA is for 10 HGV's and 15 trailers the business currently consists of 4 HGV's and 8 trailers. The applicant argues
that he needs to reside on the site to provide service and increase the level of security on the site to secure the future
of the business and will result in the visual improvement of the area

Planning Assessment

Section 25(1) (a) and 37(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires that planning decisions
must be made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
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Development Plan − North Lanarkshire Local Plan (NLLP); Residential development in the Green Belt is covered by
Policy NBE 3A (Assessing Development in the Green Belt). In the case of the development proposed this protects the
character and promotes acceptable development within the green belt by presuming against new residential
development unless shown to be necessary for agriculture, forestry or other uses appropriate only to a rural area.

In terms of Policy NBE 3A a new residential dwelling is required to satisfy assessment criteria, including the
requirement to be in conjunction with an acceptable green belt use. Such acceptable uses include a dwelling proven to
be necessary for a person employed full time in agriculture and forestry or other appropriate rural business that has
proven the need for a person to reside full time in close proximity. Having assessed the submitted scheme it is
considered that the proposals fail to satisfy these requirements or to make a case that a further dwelling is necessary
at this location in this regard. Specifically, it is considered, in this instance, that the proposed development has failed to
comply with the policy NBE 3A in that there is no specific locational need for a further dwelling at this site. In particular,
despite the fact that a haulage business has historically operated from the site by the applicant's parents, this business
has significantly retracted and reduced in scale. Also although a haulage business exists at this location such uses are
more typically located within industrial estates.

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) sets out that development not consistent with green belt policy can be justified if it can
be demonstrated that the development is a national priority or meets an established need if no other suitable site is
available. SPG 07 echoes this position in looking for new residential developments unconnected with a green belt use
to demonstrate special circumstances.

In terms of national policy which seeks to allow development as a means to sustain remote rural communities and
areas it is not accepted that the location of the proposed development accords with the intentions of this policy as the
site whilst rural would not be considered remote. It is therefore considered that the proposed development would set
an undesirable precedent for other similar developments in the green belt and fails to accord with policy NBE 3A,
Supplementary Planning Guidance 07 (Development in the Green Belt) and National Planning Policy.

Policy DSP 4 − sets out that development will only be permitted where high standards of site planning and sustainable
design are achieved. This policy sets out criteria and requirements in this respect which include; character and setting,
site appraisal and evaluation of design options, water body status protection, Jntegration into the local area, and safe
access for cars. The proposed dwelling is located in the green belt where development should avoid key corridors and
wedges and maintain clearly defined urban/rural boundaries

It is envisaged that adequate, access, parking and turning facilities can be provided for the dwelling within the confines
of the application site whilst the visibility splay have been proven to be achievable, albeit substantial improvement
could be achieved with significant cutting back and removal of the access route boundary foliage. It is considered that
the development could integrate successfully within the site and surrounding rural area given the layout and design
and would not be an unduly prominent feature within the landscape however the removal of foliage associated with a
residential use has the potential to make the development more prominent.

The proposal is for a new build dwelling of significant scale and massing featuring glazed curtain walling fenestrations
to the rear, east facing facade It is considered that the proposed design of the dwelling house is of modern appearance
however, the design of the dwelling proposed at this location will not significantly impact on the rural character or erode
the openness of the green belt at this location with the retention of the current boundary treatments to the east. The
dwelling house design is therefore considered acceptable.

In terms of DSP 4 requirements regarding the principles of sustainable development, mitigation of impacts (noise, air
quality, pollution etc) and protecting water bodies and SUDS/drainage issues it is considered that the proposals accord
with these policies and that these matters can be covered by appropriate conditions if approved.

With regards to the applicant's justification and supporting information for the new dwelling this is not considered to be
sufficient to achieve this. Indeed the planning service indicated this to the applicant and advised that an alternative to
the construction of a new dwelling would be the construction of a residential annex for his parents within the grounds of
the main house on the site (Greenfield) as this would likely have been acceptable in planning terms. This would have
allowed the family to remain on site and for the son to relocate to oversee the business taking up residence in the main
house. This option was discounted by the applicant and we were asked to determine the application as submitted i.e.
for the construction of a new house.

As indicated above there are already two houses on the site within the ownership of the applicant's family. The
business has retracted and is not of a scale that would warrant the applicant to reside on the site. Security is already
provided by the existing dwellings on the site and any improvement of the visual amenity of the area is marginal (given
the distance of the site from the public road and the limited views into the site) and needs to be offset against the
introduction of a large new dwelling.

Conclusions

Notwithstanding the applicant's submissions and justification it is considered that the proposed development does not
satisfy the assessment criteria for Policy NBE 3A, National Planning Policy and SPG 07. As indicated above there are
already two houses on the site within the ownership of the applicant's family. The business has retracted and is not of
a scale that would warrant the applicant to reside on the site. Security is already provided by the existing dwellings on
the site and any improvement of the visual amenity of the area is marginal (given the distance of the site from the
public road and the limited views into the site) and needs to be offset against the introduction of a large new dwelling.
A third dwelling house would not significantly increase the level of security associated to the haulage−yard and
therefore the application has failed to demonstrated sufficient special circumstances to warrant alignment with SPG 07.
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Following detailed consideration of the proposals, it is considered that the justification submitted by the applicant is not
sufficient to warrant approval of the application. The proposal fails to accord with the provisions of policies NBE 3A,
SPG 07 of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as well as National Planning Policy and no special case has been
sufficiently argued for the development. Therefore, for the reasons detailed in the planning assessment above, it is
recommended that planning permission be refused.

Reasoned Justification

The proposed development is considered contrary to the Green Belt policy of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as the
application has failed to justify the proposals in terms with it being associated with an acceptable green belt use or
special circumstances that warrant approval of the application in this instance. The business has retracted and there are
already two houses on site that provide security for the business and any improvements to the visual amenity of the area
are offset by the introduction of a new large house on the site

Recommendation: Refuse for the FollowingReasons:−The

proposed development is considered contrary to policy NBE 3A Green Belt of the North Lanarkshire Local
Plan, NLC Supplementary Planning Guidance SPG 07− Green Belt and Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) as the
proposed dwelling is not required for any appropriate rural use and the applicant has not demonstrated any special
circumstances that require the construction of third dwelling at this green belt location. The proposed development
if approved would therefore set an undesirable precedent for other similar proposals contrary to the development
plan.
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

INTERNAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Head of Planning & Development
Central Area Office
Kildonan Street
Coatbridge

FAO K Divin

Your Ref. 18100488/FUL

My Ref. Flare 514322

Copied to:

FROM: Andrew McPherson
Head of Regulatory Services & Waste
Solutions
453 Main Street
Coatbridge
ML5 3RS

Ask for: Margaret Morgan Ext 07793599105

Date 16/4/18

Subject I 8/004881FUL
Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade
Access and Landscaping
Greenfield, 701 Mollinsburn Road,
Annathill, North Lanarkshire, ML6 OPN
Grid Reference: 274261 668927
Ward No: 08

To ensure potential risks arising form previous land uses around the site have been fully
assessed, before the development starts, a comprehensive site investigation requires to be
submitted to the satisfaction of the Local Authority. The investigation must be carried out in
accordance with the British Standard Code of Practice BS 10175: 2001 'The Investigation
of Potentially Contaminated Sites". The report must include a site specific risk assessment
of all relevant pollution linkages, be carried out in accordance with the Environment Agency
publication, Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination CLRII, and be
submitted in both hard copy and electronic format. Depending on the results of this
investigation a detailed remediation strategy may be required. Any remediation work
required must be completed and verification provided by the developer to the satisfaction of
the Local Authorities before development begins.

A * d (jyA

Margaret Morgan
Environmental Health Officer

AGENDA ITEM 3E
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18/00488/FUL 
Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping
Greenfield, 701 Mollinsburn Road, Annathill
Location Plan

AGENDA ITEM 3F
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18/00488/FUL 
Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping
Greenfield, 701 Mollinsburn Road, Annathill
Existing Block Plan 
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18/00488/FUL 
Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping
Greenfield, 701 Mollinsburn Road, Annathill
Proposed Block Plan
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18/00488/FUL 
Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping
Greenfield, 701 Mollinsburn Road, Annathill
Aerial Image

Site
Location 
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18/00488/FUL 
Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping
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Proposed Ground Floor Plan
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